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    A TRADITION  
EXCELLENCE
of
C O N G R AT U L AT I O N S  
T O  T H E  G R A D U AT E S  
O F  T HE  C L A S S  O F  2 02 1
To the 2021 Graduates of Seattle University,
Congratulations to each one of you upon your graduation from Seattle University. Today represents 
the fulfillment of a commitment on your part and several years of dedication. Rejoice in this day of 
celebration and remember it as an encouragement in your lives and in your careers of service.
Congratulations also to all those who supported you and walked with you in these years: your families, 
friends, professors, advisors, mentors and classmates. You, our graduates, did not get to this day 
alone or unaccompanied. Express your thanks to those who helped you attain this achievement and 
who share in your pride and joy.
This graduation is a very special one for me because I too “graduate” after 24 years as president 
of Seattle U and go forth as you do to whatever is next in life. You are my “graduation class” and 
I have looked forward to this day of celebration with you. The undergraduate class of 2021 will 
find my name scribbled on your banner from four years ago. I often say to others that I feel I have 
received the best education of anyone at Seattle U. I am filled with gratitude to all who are part of 
this university but especially to the students who give us our true character and identity. Thank you.
When I am asked what I most hope for our graduates I say, “I hope that they will live lives of  
gratitude.” Fewer than one in ten in our world have the degrees you are receiving, have had the 
opportunities of this kind of education, of formation and leadership, of rich and deep relationships 
with classmates, of inspiration of faculty and staff, of learning how to serve justice and equity. 
These are good reasons for living “lives of gratitude.”
There is another reason to live “lives of gratitude.” Brother David Steindl-Rast says it well: “In daily 
life, we must see that it is not happiness that makes us grateful. It is gratefulness that makes us 
happy.” I am confident that you deeply believe that the choice you have each day to be grateful 
has the power to transform your life into one of happiness and joy. We can’t wait for good times to 
makes us grateful, but we can choose to be grateful and it will make our lives, whatever they are, 
fulfilling and meaningful.
As your president and as a priest I end my message to you on our graduation with my prayer  
for God’s blessing of you this day and all days as alumni of Seattle University.
Blessings and thanks. 
Sincerely,
Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J.
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Founded in 1891, Seattle University is a Jesuit Catholic institution that today is among the most  
racially and culturally diverse, the most genuinely urban and the largest multidisciplinary  
independent university of the Northwest. 
Inspired by the Catholic intellectual tradition and the Jesuit philosophy of education, Seattle University 
forms independent critical thinkers rooted in the humanities and open to finding God in all things. 
Responding to the Jesuit imperative that calls for “the service of faith and the promotion of justice,” 
Seattle University students are challenged to address issues of poverty, injustice, discrimination, violence 
and environmental degradation with competence, compassion and creativity.
At the heart of every undergraduate, graduate and professional program at Seattle University is an 
intellectually rigorous education delivered by excellent faculty whose attentiveness as teachers is rivaled 
only by their commitment to generating new knowledge as scholars. In partnership with their students, 
Seattle University’s dedicated faculty and their colleagues create a vibrant, educational experience that 
comes alive in the classroom, campus and community and develops character and leadership.
As SU President Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J., has often said,  
“Only the alumni of Seattle University can tell us whether we are fulfilling our mission.” It is through their 
actions that our alumni most clearly attest to the power of an SU education. They are leaders in banking 
and business, in publishing and politics, nursing and nonprofits, engineering and education. Today, 
we welcome our newest graduates into a special group of women and men who are excelling in their 
professions and working to build a more just and humane world.
ABOUT SEATTLE UNIVERSITY
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Seattle University is pleased to welcome Greg Boyle, S.J., as its 2021 commencement speaker 
and proud to present to him an honorary doctorate.
Fr. Boyle has worked for more than three decades in the Los Angeles area providing training 
and support to those previously incarcerated and formerly involved with gangs. He is the 
nationally renowned founder of Homeboy Industries and is well known for speaking about the 
issues these men and women face in overcoming their pasts as they reimagine a future  
as contributing members of their communities.
The author of Tattoos on the Heart, which has been widely used in our curriculum and more 
recently Barking to the Choir, Fr. Boyle has previously spoken at Seattle University to a packed 
house at Pigott Auditorium. He is an advocate for justice, represents the mission and values  
of our university and engages in issues important to us.
GREG BOYLE, S.J.
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COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER AND 
HONORARY DOCTORATE RECIPIENT
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C O N VO C AT I O N
Shane P. Martin, PhD
Provost
I N VO C AT I O N
Natasha T. Martin, JD
Chief Diversity Officer and Vice President  
for Diversity and Inclusion
W E LC O M E
Shane P. Martin, PhD
Provost
R E M A R K S  F R O M  T H E  P R E S I D E N T
Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J.
President
H O N O R A RY  D EG R E E  C O N F E R R A L
Nicole W. Piasecki
Chair, Seattle University Board of Trustees
H O N O R A RY  D EG R E E  R EC I P I E N T
Greg Boyle, S.J.
U N D E R G R A D UAT E  
S T U D E N T  S P E A K E R
Samantha Cremer
Bachelor of Arts, Sociology 
Magna Cum Laude
G R A D UAT E  
S T U D E N T  S P E A K E R
Nicole Parker
Master of Education,  
Student Development Administration
P R E S E N TAT I O N  O F  AWA R D S




Provost’s Award for Graduate  
Student Excellence
C O N F E R R A L  O F  D EG R E E S
Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J.
President
B E N E D I C T I O N
Tayz Hernandez-Camparo
Bachelor of Arts, Psychology and Theology 
Cum Laude
  
C LO S I N G
Shane P. Martin, PhD
Provost
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P R OVO S T ’ S  AWA R D
Given to a graduating senior who entered Seattle University as a transfer 
student from another college or university and has maintained the highest 
Seattle University grade point average throughout the undergraduate degree.
Sydney Ann Katherine Stafford
Bachelor of Science, major in Nursing 
Summa Cum Laude
P R E S I D E N T ’ S  AWA R D
Given to a graduating senior who entered Seattle University as a first-time 
freshman and has maintained the highest Seattle University grade point 
average throughout the undergraduate degree.
Lindsey Ngoc Tram Bui 
Bachelor of Science, major in Nursing 
Summa Cum Laude
A R C H B I S H O P  R AY M O N D  G .  H U N T H A U S E N 
O U T S TA N D I N G  S E R V I C E  AWA R D
Given to the student who has offered significant service to both the university  
community and the community at-large, and in so doing, has exemplified the values  
of collaborative leadership in service to others.
Adilia Watson    
Bachelor of Arts, major in Environmental Studies
Magna Cum Laude 
UNDERGR A DUAT E AWA RDS
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Rachel McRae Adamek 
Bachelor of Arts, major in International 
Studies with Departmental Honors  
with additional major in Philosophy
Magna Cum Laude
Audrey Frederick Akots




Bachelor of Arts, major in Environmental 




Bachelor of Arts, major in English
August J. Berriz
Bachelor of Arts, major in English
with additional major in Psychology
Magna Cum Laude
Olivia Blasi
Bachelor of Arts, major in  
Philosophy with additional major  
in Environmental Studies
Emma Siobhan Byrne 
Bachelor of Arts, major in Political 
Science with additional major in 
Philosophy
Summa Cum Laude 
Sarah Elaine Cerdena
Bachelor of Arts, major in Political 
Science with additional major in 
Philosophy
Summa Cum Laude 
Hana Marie Cooper
Bachelor of Arts, major in History  
with Departmental Honors with 




Bachelor of Arts in Business 
Administration, major in Finance 
with additional major in Marketing
Magna Cum Laude
Olivia Grace DiGiorno
Bachelor of Arts, major in Theology 
& Religious Studies with Departmental 




Bachelor of Arts, major  
in Computer Science
Mary Belle Gresh
Bachelor of Arts, major in International 
Studies with additional major in French
Magna Cum Laude
Sarah Catherine Gross




Bachelor of Science, major in Biology
Cum Laude
Neha Hazra 
Bachelor of Science, major in Psychology 




Bachelor of Arts, major in  
Environmental Studies with  
additional major in Public Affairs
Magna Cum Laude 
Grace Adele Kohler 
Bachelor of Arts, major in English with 
departmental honors with additional 
major in Interdisciplinary Arts
Cum Laude 
Kristin M. Laidler
Bachelor of Arts, major in History
with additional major in Art History
Magna Cum Laude
Annika Heather Nguyen Le
Bachelor of Arts, major in English/








Bachelor of Arts, major in Philosophy




Bachelor of Arts in Business Administration, 
major in International Business with  
additional major in Marketing
Magna Cum Laude
Megan Louise Oakes
Bachelor of Arts, major in Theology & Religious 
Studies with Departmental Honors
Summa Cum Laude
Hailey DeLayne Pausz




Bachelor of Science, major in Biology
Summa Cum Laude
Thara Supawaree Salim
Bachelor of Arts, major in Interdisciplinary 




Bachelor of Science, major in Nursing
Cum Laude
Tatianah Carrie Summers
Bachelor of Science, major in Biology
Magna Cum Laude
Emma Ming Wahl
Bachelor of Arts, major in Philosophy




Bachelor of Social Work
Magna Cum Laude
Brooke Irelynd Wynalda
Bachelor of Science, major in Biology
Cum Laude
The Seattle University Honors Program was founded in 1958. The two-year cohort program takes a 
historical approach to the humanities and the social sciences as a way of exploring and critically 
engaging the depth and breadth of ideas that have shaped human civilization. After completing the 
University Honors Program, students pursue degree requirements in a specific major.
UNI V ER SI T Y HONOR S PROGR A M
Kyandra Mercedes Espindola  
with additional major in Spanish
CUM LAUDE
Devon Paige Fenesy 
Bryson More Gardner 
Logan Baruch Daniel Gilbert   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Nicole Beverly Golba    
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Lily Rose S. Henein  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Nicole Alejandra Hong   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Kaori Iioka 
Narra Avianca Jackson 
Abigail Taylor Jemley 
Karsten Frederick Kohout v    
CUM LAUDE
Melissa Angela Lin 
Karissa Ann Lopez   
with additional major in  
Theology and Religious Studies 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Katherine Jordan Lui 
Jamie Rose Marcello    
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Grayson Martello-Livingston 
Brady Jacobs Mathis   
CUM LAUDE
Dominique C. Mohler 
L.M. Nakata    
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Aaron Kent Nettles 
Jenny Nguyen  
CUM LAUDE
Sierra Renee Noble   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Haley Marie Parsons 
Sophie Justine Pierce    
CUM LAUDE
Maria Jose Piñero   
CUM LAUDE
Anna Popp    
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Noah Kendell Prokopowicz   
CUM LAUDE
Jiali Qiu 
Makenna Alexis Schoenhofer 
Catherine Elizabeth Schultz    
with additional major in  
Interdisciplinary Arts 
CUM LAUDE
Jazz Pheonix Scott   
CUM LAUDE
Julia Noelani Beatrice Sordello v 
Katherine Ione Stewart 
Conlee Valentine Taylor    
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Kimberlee Toshiko Tottori    
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Peter Da Truong 
Asa Karener Twigg-Smith 
Allyson Rose Wilbur    
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Khalia Monique Williams-O’Neal  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
SiChen Xu    
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Megan Leila Zandsoltani   
CUM LAUDE
Amelia Covert Zeve  
with additional major in Film Studies
CUM LAUDE
Billy Zorzanello    
CUM LAUDE
Lila Anne Zuckermann   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts,  
major in Criminal Justice
Mariela Raquel Barriga 
Luanna Huss Blanco    
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Martine Adrienne Blank    
CUM LAUDE
Brianna Isairis Cardenas Rubio   
CUM LAUDE
Valencia I. Cardona-Belgarde 
Conor Dempsey Carter 
Bachelor of Arts,  
major in Art History
Kelsey Ann Siegert 
Bachelor of Arts,  
major in Asian Studies
Davis Elliott  
Bachelor of Arts, Major In 
Communication and Media
Sophia June Rosenthal Annest v 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Ashley Grace Applegate 
Carin Annika Bess   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Megan I. Bobilin  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Augustyna Brestar    
CUM LAUDE
Terrell Nathan Brown, Jr. 
Yasmine Manikunda Bupe    
CUM LAUDE
Quincey Alexandra Caldwell   
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Ethan John Picart Canio 
Hina Michelle Casaba 
Wanting Chao    
CUM LAUDE
Kailan Xavier Claiborne 
Haley Antoinette Cummins  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Tessah M. Curtis   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Lukas Robert D’Ambrosio   
CUM LAUDE
Deborah Daniel   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Haley Jo Dow    
with additional major in Photography 
An Thuy Duong   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Katherine Ann Ehde 
Montserrat Casanova Garcia 
Isabella Marie Catherall 
Noelle M. Deane   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Gianna Donatella Emma    
with additional major in Spanish
Natasha Maria Fleisher 
Catherine Gonzalez   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Grace Emily Henry    
with additional major in Psychology 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Sarah Hernandez-Torres    
CUM LAUDE
Emma Marie Hill 




Emmanuel Lomogda Jimeno 
Jennifer Ann Johnson 
Hannah Lynne Kachmarek 
with additional major in Spanish 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Simran Kaur    
CUM LAUDE
Jordan Patrick Knight 
Ciara McConnell 
Camille Joy Mora  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bibinaz Mousavi
Emma Kate Mueller v
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Na’imah Maryam Muhammad 
Aleja Lynn Muñoz 
Carley Rose Nance 
Ngoc-Quynh Eileen Nguyen     
CUM LAUDE
Jane Michelle Park 
Jerrilyn R. Peterson 
Geneva Rose Proctor 
Ivan Chun Seo      
CUM LAUDE
Brooklynn Dawn Smith       
CUM LAUDE
Sari M. Sneden   
with additional major in Psychology 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Caleb Joe Thomas Stites      
CUM LAUDE
Nicole L. Teague        
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Matthew E Tewolde 




Benjamin Louis Warren 
Samantha Braxton Wright 
Alliyah Xaybanha 
Andrew Yi    
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Jonathan Ellis Young    
with additional major in Psychology 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts, major 
in Criminal Justice with 
Departmental Honors
Sophia Ruth Evans   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Michela Marie Richardson   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Science,  
major in Criminal Justice
Navkirat Bhogal   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Aspen Nicole DeGolier    
CUM LAUDE
Mariah N. Fernandez    
with additional major in Chemistry
Sara Madeline Wolfe  
CUM LAUDE
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David V. Powers, PhD
Dean
C O L L E G E  O F  A R T S  A N D  S C I E N C E S
R I C H A R D  P.  H I C K E Y  AWA R D
Neha Hazra
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Awarded to the outstanding student in the College of Arts and Sciences. 
Selection is based upon the student’s total contribution to academic life and is 
made by the department chairs and program directors of the college. The award 
honors the memory of Dr. Richard P. Hickey, professor of English, a beloved and 
respected teacher at the university from 1947 until his death in 1968.
L E  R O UX  AWA R D
Elena Selthun  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Awarded to the student who has demonstrated exceptional leadership 
abilities, shown academic excellence and performed significant service  
to the College of Arts and Sciences. The recipients personify in character  
and action the qualities of a liberal education, which constitute the “spirit”  
of our College. The award honors the memory of Fr. William Le Roux, S.J.,  
who served as Dean of the College.
 v Two degrees awarded
Bachelor of Science, major 
in Criminal Justice with 
Departmental Honors
Alana Diane Golding    
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts, major  
in Cultural Anthropology
Hana M. Bloom 
Cailleach Patience Carnahan-
McGinley 
Karan Sachin Desai    
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Mikayla Renée Medbery      
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Brandon Sage Kenoa Melton
Elizabeth Anne Sears   
with additional major in Biology
McKenna M. Smith 
Abby Jo Walker  
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts,  
major in Design
Tina Aldahlawi   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Russell P. Bauder    
CUM LAUDE
Jayden J. Breaux-Santiago 
Soleil Rosalia Cababa    
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Christopher Declan Connolly 
Jumanah Dahi 
Amelia Hope Delgado  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Kailey Marie DeLozier 
Anna Dzhurko 
Yasmine Eady 
Patrick Gerald Grothe 
Samrawit M. Haile 
Jaida Ellen Yin-Bun Ho 
Chia-Lin Hsieh 
Sheena Kapila    
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Joseph J. Kim
Nathan Charles LaRiviere Koempel   
CUM LAUDE
Hee Ju Lee 
Leon Jaemoon Lee
Ashley Antoinette Mufarreh     
CUM LAUDE 
Nguyen Thi Yen Minh      
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Anna Kieu Duyen Nguyen 
Kimberly Anne Nucum 
Kathryn Onofiok 
Marguerite Pasquelina Pilon 
Dylan Sears 
Ava K. Stroup      
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Lydia Asmamaw Tiruneh     
MAGNA CUM LAUDE




Bachelor of Arts,  
major in Digital Design
Jordan Freeman Kenison
David Christian Valmonte 
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts,  
major in English
Robert Matthew Bell
August J. Berriz  
with additional major in Psychology 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Milla Irina Espinoza    
CUM LAUDE
Declan John Hurley 
Nadia Elizabeth Kaschkadayev 
Jessica Phyllis Loksh 
Michael V. Pazen   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Kelly Lauren Vosper    
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Kenneth Mitchell Waltos  
with additional major in Spanish
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Jonathan Nobuyuki Zuill  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts,  
major in English with 
Departmental Honors
Hayley Ann Beaver 
with additional major  
in Theology and Religious Studies 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Alia Fukumoto  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Katie Paige Howard    
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Grace Adele Kohler  
with additional major  
in Interdisciplinary Arts 
CUM LAUDE
Sarah Michelle Salame   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Elena Lin Selthun v   
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts, major in 
English/Creative Writing
Colby Michael Cadigan 
Deborah Katsuko Dickinson 
Emiko M. Grant  
CUM LAUDE
Daryn Jane Lenahan  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Shelby Joy Leone
Alexandra Marie McGrew  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Ciara Siobhan Murphy 
Raevyn Hau’olilani Pabillano-Shea   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Julia Noelle Toth 
Bachelor of Arts, major in 
English/Creative Writing 
with Departmental Honors
Erin Tay Zamora Hunley   
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Annika Heather Nguyen Le  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Nicholas Loduca    
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Brandon Arch McWilliams  
with additional major  
in Environmental Studies
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Anna Sofia Petgrave   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Joshua Harrington Wagner-Smith 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts, major  
in Environmental Studies
Lauren Marie Andrews  
with additional major in Public Affairs 
Clare Ross Babcock  
with additional major in Philosophy 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Andrew Harrison Bicknell
Alexander Jacob Chapman   
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Sanya Grace Cowal   
with additional major in Public Affairs  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE    
Benjamin M. Dirks 
Joshua Joseph Franco-Lee  
CUM LAUDE
Julia Marie Gandolfo 
Minh Nhat Giang 
Nikki Emi Harada 
Jiries C. Harb 
Scotty Anthony Hayes 
Danielle Heffner   
CUM LAUDE
Nathan Hurr
Lauren Elise Kobayashi    
with additional major in Public Affairs  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Claire Elise Laymon    
CUM LAUDE
Ayden M Lepinski     
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Nathaniel John Maloney
Kaelin Marie Mason     
CUM LAUDE
Rachel Therese Stark
Adilia Watson     
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Dylan Taylor Wehle 
Bachelor of Arts,  
major in Film Studies
Daniel Evan Casey 
Chandra DiGiulio East
Abel William Hei Zhi Fong   
with additional major in  
Communication and Media
Angelina J. France 
Alexandra Elizabeth Hallman
Jack Kimbro  
with additional major in Philosophy
Christian Basilio Krantz    
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Suzanne Christine McAuley   
CUM LAUDE
Hailey Lynn McGill   
with additional major  
in Interdisciplinary Arts 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Lucas Neumeyer     
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Marisa Inez Reyes-Pacheco 
Andrew M. Sturtevant 
Bachelor of Arts,  
major in French
Rebecca Elaine Hart v   
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts,  
major in History
Gabriel Wyman Bostwick
Mitchell John Dodge  
CUM LAUDE 
Bek Johnson  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Kristin M. Laidler     
with additional major in Art History   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts,  
major in History with 
Departmental Honors
Hana Marie Cooper   
with additional major in Philosophy  
with Departmental Honors  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Craig Joshua Verniest     
with additional major in Spanish  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Isabel Renee Wagner      
with additional major in Spanish  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts,  
major in Humanities
Karsten Frederick Kohout v  
CUM LAUDE
Jackson C. Lake v 
Alexandra Kate Macdonald v  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Emma Kate Mueller v  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Elena Lin Selthun v  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Prueksarak Soonthornyanakij      
CUM LAUDE
Julia Noelani Beatrice Sordello v
Grace Rebecca Sweetser   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts, major in 
Humanities for Teaching
Marco A Castro Lemus 
Lok Ka Chan v 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Alex E Choate     
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Cecilia Rae Hansen     
with additional major in Spanish  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Alexander James M. Jurado v 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Greta Grace Klaiber     
with additional major in Public Affairs   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Danielle Liu      
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Cassandra Michelle Palm      
with additional major in Psychology  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Zoe Marie Rossich       
with additional major in Visual Art   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Shianne Alyssa Smith     
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Isabella Adina Van Etten      
with additional major in History  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Ginny Marie Woodworth  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts, major  
in Interdisciplinary Arts
Najla Ibrahim Atallah 
Ashlynn Sandra Reed Cassil   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Zachary Jordan Dowdie 
Tess Melissa Freedel
Samuel Baumgarten Maifeld 
Sarah Allison Paul   
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts,  
major in Interdisciplinary 
Liberal Studies
Caroline Dayle Carr  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Robin Willow Corboy  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Yuchen Dong
Courtney L. Gelmini  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Madison Parker Hansen     
CUM LAUDE 
Patrick Jeffrey Kolcum
Candy Lazovic   
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Fiona Katherine Martin      
CUM LAUDE
Summer Gabrielle Clare McDermed    
CUM LAUDE  
Margot Danielle Paquette 
Rebecca Dee Pirruccio
Allison Ann Plamondon  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Thara Supawaree Salim v   
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Kristina M. Sawyckyj    
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Flynn Carole Schuehle 
Sarah Nancy Draupadi Shaffer  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Madeline McNamara Silverman   
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Laura Patricia Aguirre Smith    
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Madeline Rose Taylor 
Lok Yee Chloe Wong   
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts, major  
in International Studies
Audrey Frederick Akots    
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Yasmin Ansari     
CUM LAUDE
Sophia Michelle Bours   
with additional major in Spanish
Ariana Siddiqui-Dennis    
with additional major in Women and 
Gender Studies with Departmental Honors 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Mary Belle Gresh      




Jeanne Danielle Duenas Mendoza    




Bachelor of Arts, major in 
International Studies with 
Departmental Honors
Rachel McRae Adamek  
with additional major in Philosophy 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Mindy Lan Miller   
with additional major in Political Science  
CUM LAUDE
Yasmin Contreras Shirzad    
with additional major in Spanish
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Science, 
major in Kinesiology with 
Departmental Honors   
Jennifer Alyssa Wong    
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts,  
major in Philosophy
Olivia Blasi   
with additional major  
in Environmental Studies 
Katherine Aleahrose Bowman  
CUM LAUDE
David Garrett Hernandez Capune 
Benjamin Dana Hauptman 
Dylan Love-Russom 
Grace Kai-rei Mondry v    
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Grace Elizabeth Nikunen v    
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Emma Ming Wahl   
with additional major in Art History  
with Departmental Honors 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts,  
major in Philosophy with 
Departmental Honors
Genesis Noel Williamson   
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Fine Arts  
in Photography
Siu Man Wong 
Bachelor of Arts, major  
in Political Science
Mia Anne Altieri       
with additional major in Visual Art   
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Julia Elena Blunck
Emma Siobhan Byrne      
with additional major in Philosophy   
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Sarah Elaine Cerdena       
with additional major in Philosophy   
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Ernesto James Chacón  
Kelly Ann Curtis   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Gabriella Rose Fitz        
with additional major in Spanish   
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Jamison Robert Franco  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Brennan Mulligan Hart  
CUM LAUDE
Patrick J. Hart 
Jacksen Douglas Lund  
CUM LAUDE
Erik Gunnar Madson   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Anna M. Mester    
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Grace Elizabeth Nikunen v  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bea Palacio     
CUM LAUDE
MacKenzie Y. Palmer     
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Alexander B. Park 
Leilani Mae Peat v 
Lauren Petrik    
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Lauren Alyssa Sanchez  
CUM LAUDE
Pichpanharath Seng  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Ryan Thomas Shook  
CUM LAUDE
Taylor Michael Spaulding  
CUM LAUDE
William Griffin David Stein
Riley Peter Urbano       
CUM LAUDE
Elijah Zschau Wild 
Nikki Jean Wisemore       
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts, major  
in Political Science with 
Departmental Honors
Sophia June Rosenthal Annest v  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts,  
major in Psychology
Katherine Elaine Anderson   
with additional major in  
Interdisciplinary Liberal Studies 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Tam Rosé Anderson-Dale  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Dilara Atalay 
Samantha Brianne Auble 
Khalid Abdulaziz Binhuzaym
Sydney Blanchard  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Erica Johanna Bonilla 
Charlotte Lifen Bryne    
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Natalie Jean Caldwell 
Lok Ka Chan v
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Hannah Devorah Cohanim   
CUM LAUDE
Heather Cornwell 
Jackelyn Wendy De la Cruz
Katherine Alexandra Dickhaus  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Jerin Jacob Dizon
Catherine Ann Dolin   
with additional major in Spanish
Chandler Feeney 
Matthew B. Gess 
Andre Gabriel Gonzalez-Saechao 
Patricia Ann Goodwin
Jinanne Haddad  
CUM LAUDE




Tayz Hernandez-Campero    
with additional major in  
Theology and Religious Studies  
with Departmental Honors  
CUM LAUDE 
Taylor Horton-Poxton    
CUM LAUDE
Callie Ann Hyronemus 
Kyra Mihae Jung   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Alexander James M. Jurado v   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Travis Paul Krueger 
Sydney Elizabeth Lindell 
Sophia Guadalupe Lopez   
CUM LAUDE
Alexandra Kate Macdonald v   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Alexis Victoria McCamey   
CUM LAUDE
Michelle Jeanne McDonnell  
CUM LAUDE
Abigail Frances Miller 
Meaghan Murphy
Haley T Nguyen  
CUM LAUDE
Jaximus Hyun Park   
CUM LAUDE 
Maria Sofia Ramirez   
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Liliana Francis Rodriguez  
with additional major in Philosophy   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Justin Christopher Rosgen
Talia Grace Rossi    
with additional major in Theatre  
with Departmental Honors 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Isabella Jordan Snow   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Kes Sorensen 
Hannah Erica Stuermer    
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Megan A. Thornton  
with additional major in Public Affairs   
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Sophia Tran 
McKenzi D. Williams 
Kayla Horiuchi Yamamoto 
Colton Joseph Yoxall 
Bachelor of Science,  
major in Psychology
Emily N. Bakewell   
CUM LAUDE
Hunter Matteus Baril    
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Kristina Elizabeth Betz   
CUM LAUDE
Lucy Elizabeth Anna Brezynski    
CUM LAUDE
Olivia Fletcher  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Neha Hazra    
with additional major in Philosophy  
with Departmental Honors  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Alexandra Simone Hinson  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Makeila Ann Loveness Kapenda   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Maximilian Michael Moeser   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Ashleigh Nicole Owen  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Stella Jane Roth  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Jennifer Ann Swain 
CUM LAUDE
Christelle May Vereb 
Bachelor of Arts, major  
in Public Affairs
Sabrina Elisa Alex 
Hae Jinn Choe 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Kameron Victor-Stewart Greene
Sarah Catherine Gross  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Delaney Elizabeth Jack  
CUM LAUDE
Sara A. Kilisky   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Virginia Knight
Sonja Moore    
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Clare Frances Rodgers       
with additional major in Spanish   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Emma Sullivan Schuster   
CUM LAUDE
Elilta Estephanos Solomon 
Bachelor of Social Work
Jacqueline Anne Abramowitz 
Erica Joy Calloway  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Claire Elizabeth Carey
Olivia Aoibheann Gaughran  
with additional major  
in Interdisciplinary Liberal Studies 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Jasmine Chelisse Henderson
Kimberley Ann Hines 
Mary E. Joyce 
Ailish Fiona Mackey 
Maria Rita Paredes Manalastas  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Meghan Anne McCreedy  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Morgan Decastro Montero   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
John Prescott Napior 
CUM LAUDE
Royanne Kimiko Santo 
CUM LAUDE
Dyana M. Stevens 
CUM LAUDE
Marissa Hatsue Wong   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Social Work  
with Departmental Honors
Elizabeth Vargas  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE   
Bachelor of Arts,  
major in Sociology
Samantha A. Cremer   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Megan E. Delorey 
Arianna Giangrande 
Selma Gutierrez
Emma Evelynn Jensen   
CUM LAUDE
Ian Joseph Lambert 
Tsz Kin Mak 
CJ Andrea Sumadia Molo   
CUM LAUDE
Gabriel Zavala Narvaez  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Garrett Marcom Rice 
Mary Katherine Sweeney    
with additional major in History  
with Departmental Honors  
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts,  
major in Spanish
Andrea J Aguiar-Reyes 
with additional major  
in International Studies  
CUM LAUDE
Taylor Olivia Keating v   
CUM LAUDE
Abigail Grace Mancini 
Carly Alison Moore    
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Leilani Mae Peat v
Thara Supawaree Salim v  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Science,  
major in Sport and  
Exercise Science
Vittoria Analiza Anderson 
Brooke M. Bowerman 
Nicole Burns 
BreeAnn Malia Galicinao Cayaban 
Jannelle Ann J. Celestial
Sergio Decena Falcatan   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Fuk Yuen Fan   
CUM LAUDE
Anson Isaiah Frederick 
Isobel Kasandra B Gabriel 
Richard Galang 
In Jun Kim 
Mikee C. Madamba 
Taj Carlos Rey Mercer 
Riley Elizabeth Miniken
Alysa Mai Goto Nemoto   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Louis H. Nguyen 
Matthew Sadang 
Zivit C. Spector  
CUM LAUDE
Walter Neil Werden   
CUM LAUDE
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Bachelor of Arts,  
major in Theatre
Grace Keh Gonzaga 
Derek Robert Jones   
CUM LAUDE
Kailee Anelamaikalani Kaeo 
Katherine A. Lopez-Johnson 
Hannah P. Madgett
Jasmine Nicole Ritter  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Sophia Catherine Shanjani  
CUM LAUDE 
Rebecca Anne Silva  
with additional major in Spanish  
CUM LAUDE
Eleanor Jayne Talaga  
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts,  
major in Theatre with 
Departmental Honors
Sonia Magdalene Martin  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Lily Winifred Noto   
with additional major  
in Interdisciplinary Arts  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE  
Bachelor of Arts,  
major in Theology  
and Religious Studies
Rose Mary Murphy   
with additional major in Public Affairs    
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Mary Namutebi   
CUM LAUDE
Breann Jacquelyn Welch   
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts,  
major in Theology and 
Religious Studies with 
Departmental Honors  
Olivia Grace DiGiorno  
with additional major in Political Science  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Megan Louise Oakes    
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts,  
major in Visual Art
Shiyun Chen   
CUM LAUDE
Christian Jhiu-Jin Cho 
Wanyi Chu 
Yu-Chi Chuang
Lily Rose Forsher    
CUM LAUDE
Chyna K Hanano   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Hollis Noonan  
Bachelor of Arts,  
major in Women  
and Gender Studies
Mary Claire Hancock   
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts,  
major in Women and  
Gender Studies with 
Departmental Honors
Natalie Rahn 
with additional major in Political Science  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts, major  
in Women, Gender and 
Sexuality Studies   
Travaris Brydell Reliford   
CUM LAUDE
A L B E R S  S C H O O L  O F  B U S I N E S S 
A N D  E C O N O M I C S
Joseph M. Phillips, PhD
Dean
PAU L  A .  VO L P E  AWA R D
Emily Ka-Yee Kan
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Awarded to the outstanding graduating senior in the  
Albers School of Business and Economics. Selection is 
based on academic excellence and contributions to the 
school, the university, and the community. The award is in 
memory of Paul A. Volpe, dean of the School of Business 
from its inception in 1945 until 1966.




Danielle Phua Alday 
with additional major in Business Analytics   
SUMMA CUM LAUDE  
Clara Angelica 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Rebecca Teresa Antonoglou 
Simon Morton Broches 
Casey Calista   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Jackson Jing-An Chiao  
with additional major in Finance  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Michael Edward Coiley 
Tuyen Thi Thanh Dang
Anish Marathe Deodhar    
with additional major in Finance
Zheng Fang 
Ryan Nicholas Fong
Paul D. Gano  
with additional major in Business Analytics
Diego Alexander Giron
Emily Ka-Yee Kan   
with additional major in  
International Business  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Edward Katynskiy 
Steven Li Kojima 
Yin Yee Kong 
Peiyi Lai  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Awna Geyen Landry   
with additional major in Business Analytics
Jiahao Lu 
Leahi Uluwehi Manthei 
Sabrina Elise Martinez 
Charlei Micha Ortiz McEntee
Gisell Mondragon    
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Natalie Ruvimbo Murumbi   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Luu Ngo Kha Nguyen  
with additional major in Business Analytics   
CUM LAUDE
Michelle Hai Dang Nguyen    
CUM LAUDE




Francisco Andres Ruiz Duran    
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Peter Fernando Setiawan 
Patrick Ryan Shea
Gurleen Kaur Shergill    
CUM LAUDE
Gian Guerriero Artia Sitindjak 
Tianlong Sun
Thuy-Tien Thi Tran    
CUM LAUDE
Isabella Rose Velasquez    
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Ke Wang    
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Yixiang Wang 
Catherine Renae Wong 
Sabrina Xiao   
with additional major in Business Analytics  
Lily Xu   





Bachelor of Arts in Business 
Administration, major in 
Business and Law
Myranda Buiquy   
CUM LAUDE
MacKenzie Lee O’Brien    
CUM LAUDE
Shariah Mae 
Kanoealaokapualehua Olomua   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts in Business 
Administration, major in 
Business Analytics
Alexandra Calysta   
with additional major in Finance  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Nicholas Alika Chang   
CUM LAUDE
Joseph Sang Hyun Clancy  
with additional major in Business Economics  
CUM LAUDE
Nicole Kimia Daeila   
with additional major in Finance   
CUM LAUDE
Melia Lynn Dudgeon     
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Cailin Han  
CUM LAUDE
Jurgena Kerrci     
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Dohoon Kim     
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Meg M. Lanzinger      
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Duong Thuy Le 
Sara Grace Maggio
Sydney A. Mead   
with additional major in Finance  
CUM LAUDE 
Stephanie Miller 
Maylia Tami Moua 
Dien Vo 
Jason David Woo 
Songlin Wu 
Bachelor of Arts in  
Business Administration, 
major in Business Economics
Jonathan-Morgan Peter Crosbie 
Fabio Fu 
Alexis K. Green 
Austin Michael Groseclose 
Amelia Nancy Hopkins   
CUM LAUDE
Lihao Jin
Kyle M Kennedy   




Jacob John Ries-Roncalli    
with additional major in Finance  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
James David Shank   
CUM LAUDE
Muping Shi    
CUM LAUDE 
Elliot Samuel Franklin  
Van Steveninck 
Yao Zou 
Bachelor of Arts,  
major in Economics
Michelle Julie Bader    
CUM LAUDE
Myron Joel Cabatic I. Banez
Isabella Widjaja Halim 
Naiwen Hu 
Keale Louis Stoffer 
Amory James Yagar  
with additional major in Mathematics  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
 v Two degrees awarded
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Bachelor of Arts in Business 
Administration, major  
in Finance
Kareem Abdul-Baki 
Saleh Bader Saleh Hamad 
Abdullah Ali Hamad 
Mohammad Hamad  
Abdullah Aleesa  
CUM LAUDE
Dillon Willend Atsiil    




Jesse Dean Baggen 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Dayanne Evelinne Carranza 
Velasco 
CUM LAUDE
Jinlin Chen  
CUM LAUDE




Kelsey Negrete Crowder 
CUM LAUDE
Uyen Binh Doan Phan 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Noah Douglas 
Nicole Samantha Foster    
with additional major  
in Business Economics   
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Vendela From  






Dongshin Gwak  
Dave Hadiputra  
CUM LAUDE
Dao Kim Hang  
CUM LAUDE
Tuong Ngoc Cat Hoang
Minghao Huang   
CUM LAUDE
Maxwell Poyu Huang 
Harley Huray   
CUM LAUDE 
Noah James Ignacio   
CUM LAUDE
Dohyun Jung   
CUM LAUDE
Christian M Kaiser  
Taylor Olivia Keating v   
CUM LAUDE
Amber Lynn Larsh  
Nam Hoang Le   
CUM LAUDE
Duyen Ngoc Kieu Le  
CUM LAUDE
Joshua Li   
CUM LAUDE
Ranxiong Li 
Shou Yi William Lim  
with additional major in Marketing  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Zebin Lin  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Keisha Benita Lugito  




with additional major in Business Economics
Drake Maningo
Yosuke Miyazaki  
with additional major in Accounting
Emilio Monroy   
with additional major in Business Economics   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Jaiden Nicholas Nelson
Thi Thuy Diem Nguyen  
CUM LAUDE 
Joshua Paul Osnis
Thomas Joseph Paluch  
Arden Lloren Patoc 
with additional major in Business Economics  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Anh Minh Pham  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Nathan Michael Pratt  
with additional major in Management 
Malcolm Diallo Prevo
Gabrielle Pantaleon Ramos
Aditya Teegavarapu Rao   
with additional major in Management
Mohan Sang   
CUM LAUDE 
Dhruv Sarda
Elizabeth Ann Sine   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Gabriel Spach   
with additional major in Marketing
Reinaldo Savero Suhendra 
Jessica Surya  
CUM LAUDE
Jonathan Tee
Kacie Renae Teller    
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Logan Latham Walsh Tennis   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Yu Tong   
CUM LAUDE
Khang Tran Hoang    
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Anne Marie Transier   
with additional major in Marketing   
CUM LAUDE
Nancy Urbina 
Alexander Grant Van Dyke
Nha Thanh Vuong     
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Kolby Alexander Waggoner    
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Shelby Jean Ward    
with additional major  
in International Business   
CUM LAUDE 
Colton M. Weeldreyer
Isaac Thomas Wolfe     
with additional major in Management  
CUM LAUDE 
Hui Ti Wu 
Sijia Wu 
Hsin Ni Yang 
Pearl Shi Yeung
Kyle S. Yoo   
with additional major in Business Analytics   
CUM LAUDE
Li Yue      
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Yunhan Zhang     
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Longfei Zhu
Tiago Fioravanti Zibecchi      
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Arts in Business 
Administration, major in 
Global Business   
Patricia Alvina   
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts in 
Business Administration, 
Individualized major
Rosie Danielle Christina Faulkner 
Zachary Robert Wolf 
Bachelor of Arts in Business 
Administration, major in 
International Business
Jody Arifin
Noah Joseph Charvat   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Licia Chua Wen Qian   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Joanna Maria Chung
Alexandra S. R. Dalzell
with additional major in Business Analytics  
CUM LAUDE 
Jasmine Delilah Foreman  
with additional major in Marketing  
CUM LAUDE
Tanir Guzay 
Harold Husein Hilman 
Watson Ho
Nicodemus Immanuel    
CUM LAUDE
Mia Akemi Li 
Carlin Leigh MacMillan
Tijana Milojevic  
with additional major in Marketing
Mealani Nako   
with additional major in Marketing  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Sophia Young Puckett 
Malak Rita Qibaa 
Johannes Rudolf Reitinger 
Krishna Aditya Surodjo 
Zecheng Ye  
with additional major in Marketing
Nabil M. Yousfi   
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts in Business 
Administration, major in 
Management
George P. Ajit    
with additional major in Accounting  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Pelangi Kirana Arinardi 




Hunter Thomas Carlson    
with additional major in Finance   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Christopher Darell Carswell 
Kirsten G. Chan 
Zhengpu Chen
Aolama Chow    
with additional major in Marketing  
CUM LAUDE
Robert J. Dahlin 
Alyssa Kalei Gipolan 
Joseph W. Hayford 
Samantha Kay Hayward  
CUM LAUDE
Han Bao Huynh     
with additional major in Marketing  
CUM LAUDE
Lexi Mae Johndrow   
CUM LAUDE
Eden Mulugeta Kalayu 
Jackson C. Lake v
Robert Conrad LeCoque   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Guled K. Mohamed 
Quyen Tham Nguyen  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Willem Hugo Nugroho  
CUM LAUDE
Andrew Walker Penn
Quinn Wesley Porter 
with additional major in Marketing
Allan Ivan Purpura
Alejandro Ramirez   
with additional major in Finance  
CUM LAUDE
Fabian Alberto Rico Saucedo   
with additional major in Marketing  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Axell Matthew Rotinsulu  
CUM LAUDE
Celene J. Santiago 




Chrissyania Tan   
CUM LAUDE 
Lauren Theresa Taveras
Herdi Yansen Thio   
CUM LAUDE
Nhi Phuong Tran   
CUM LAUDE
Sydnie Taylor Ngoc Han Tu Vo   
CUM LAUDE
Emanuel Spiro Xenos III    
with additional major in Finance  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Jacob Ruddock Zeigler  
with additional major  
in Business Economics 
Zekuan Zhang 
Brian Giovanni Zilli-Alarcon    
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts in Business 
Administration, major in 
Marketing
Ahmad A. A. J. Alobied 
Michael Robert Auble 
Armeen Badri 
Michael Joseph Behr
Emily Victoria Berg   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Carlos Bonilla 
Zane Eben Bork 
Ashley Janise Cea-Figueroa   
CUM LAUDE
Philip David Clinton
Amanda Elizabeth Conklin  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE




Alyssa Marie Correa Felix     
CUM LAUDE
Andrew Gao     
CUM LAUDE
Jordan Harrison Heymann     
CUM LAUDE
Leon Hu      
CUM LAUDE
Colton Stephen Robert Kiser 
Sofiya Koretskaya 





Gyunghwan Moon    
CUM LAUDE
Michaela Moore   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Serena Maria Nash
Dung Dinh Chi Nguyen  
with additional major in Management
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Shweta Parajuli   
with additional major in Management
CUM LAUDE




William H. Smith 
Michelle Maria Sundukovskiy  
with additional major in Management
Maya Jade Thompson
Dung Nu Thi My Ton     
CUM LAUDE
Cole Joseph Vendetti   
with additional major in Management
Christina Marie Venturini   
CUM LAUDE
Ezequiel Vergara   
CUM LAUDE
Maya J. Viloria   
CUM LAUDE
















Bachelor of Arts, major  
in Computer Science
Joel Robert Davidson   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Hailey N. Dice 
Alexa Smiley Fisher 
Katherine Bechard McLane 
Patrick Charles Morton
Richard Augustino Pallangyo    
CUM LAUDE
Adama Sanoh   
CUM LAUDE
Ahmed Ali Ugas  
Jietao Zhan
Chujun Zheng
Bachelor of Science,  
major in Computer Science
Albert Daniel Rivera Abes
Benjamin D Agrelius    
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Carolina Angelica     
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Heriberto Avendano 
Anais Barja  
CUM LAUDE
Kelsey Bates  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Greyson Bell Berkley  
CUM LAUDE
Emily Mae Blitman  
CUM LAUDE
Aidan Joseph Bossio   
CUM LAUDE
Tate Anthony Brasel  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Michael Francis Brown
Andrea Callista   




Joseph Elijah Fedden 
Thomas Gary Ficca 
Samuel B Firnhaber   
CUM LAUDE
Christopher Richard Fong 
Megan Gao 




Benjamin James Gruher v     
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Ethan Henry Guttman      
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Fisher Patrick Harris
Samantha Rose Hesler  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Kai Hirose  
CUM LAUDE
Wendy Iris Hsia
Mohammad Ibraiwesh   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Patricia Naomi Ishii  
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Science,  
major in Biochemistry
Galen J. M. Beery   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Jack Taylor Brown   
CUM LAUDE
Lauren Birdie Campbell 
Kelsey K Eagle
Tyler Miranda Lakey    
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Ava Rose Lemley 
Sadie Lee Patraw 
Elliot Seiji Shibata   
CUM LAUDE
Anna N. Tran 
Bachelor of Arts,  
major in Biology
Jenna Marie Ayers   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Reed Alexander Barton
Claire Aurelia Dewane Flaherty  
Anna Louise Fusaro   
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Caroline Grandia 
Lauryn Margaret Hepp 
Yoonjae Hou
April D. Kimmel    
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Thao-Amy Xuan Nguyen 
Nhi Thi Yen Nguyen




Bachelor of Science,  
major in Biology
Kazmyrr Neichelle Pasalo Alcon   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Meghana M. Amruthur 
Ellyanna Dawn Barnes 
Andie Noel Carroll 
Claire Lynn Cochran    
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Karina Isabel Comes
Sherlyn M. Devadason    
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Brooke Anne Diamond 
Fatima S. Elbejou 
Jossette Hannah Mallari Gianan 
Justin Mitchell Grubb 
Rebecca Elaine Hart v   
CUM LAUDE
Devin Lee Hasty   
CUM LAUDE
William Bernard Ga Wo Hee 
Sarah Diane Kramer Kastama 
Emma M Kojima 
Stephen-Michael Cabacungan 
Lucas 
Sarah A. Matta 
Destiny Alarice McAtee
Michaela McKasson   
CUM LAUDE
Madeline Bergeron McMahon 
Paul Jean Molinier 
Mikaela Alli Morey  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Emily Ann Nelson   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Nathaniel Randell Ross 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE








Brooke Irelynd Wynalda   
CUM LAUDE
Sophie Aiko Yasuda    
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Science,  
major in Cell and 
Molecular Biology
Sherry Q. Bonilla   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Shivani Chaudhary   
CUM LAUDE
Eve Sheru Curran 
Michidsaran Erdenebileg   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Emma Marie Federico   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Fiona E. Garrett  
CUM LAUDE




Hailey DeLayne Pausz  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Sarah Lyn Potgieter   
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Jarrett Vauthier   
CUM LAUDE 
Hans Wampler 
Tayler I. Westby   
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Kailee Ann Kahinakea Yano 
Bachelor of Arts,  
major in Chemistry
Elysiana Abellanosa Batingan 
Isaac Morales Arriaga
Bianca Ngoc-Han Tran  
with additional major in Spanish  
Bachelor of Science,  
major in Chemistry
Maria Rikaela Quimsing Ilagan   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Jakob A. Levine  
with additional major in Mathematics
Phuong Khanh Ngo 
Erik Thomas Syrrist 
Bachelor of Science, major 
in Civil Engineering
Michiko Aryssa 
Kapualokeokalani Oi Ling 
Aizawa-Smith 
Per Eric Anderson 
Collin Bond 
Ethan James Crout 
Priyanka Santoshita Devi 
Hiba Farag 
Ryan Alexander Gilmer 
Audrey Nicole Hansen 
Nicholas D. Harris 
Navneet Kaur Johal 
Sara Elizabeth Kessel 
Mike Lasser’Amos Kwispond 
Ryan Taylor Larsen   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Jimmy Panora Lim 
Derek Shoji Manaka 
Connor McCoy   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Korey Isao Miyakawa 
Samantha Mutoni 
Hinh Cong Nguyen 
Nicholas Paduano
Bivek Rana 
Emma Kathryn Rusin 
Shawn August Schaub 
Fitih Belayneh Shiwaye 
Lance Evan Slichko 
Alyssa Danielle Balilla Toledo 
Anthony Dylan Litao Woolley 
Bachelor of Science, major 
in Computer Engineering
Arianna Tej Adusumilli
Edward Gao  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Ann Marie Mangubat Jawili 
Pualilia Keikiala Kahale 
Carmen Angelique Olmedo 
Isaac Benjamin Parker 
Dustin Pham
Matthew Thomas Rutigliano   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Calien Noi Somlak  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Kiet Minh Trinh 
C O L L E G E  O F  S C I E N C E  
A N D  E N G I N E E R I N G
Michael J. Quinn, PhD
Dean
R E V. E D M U N D  B. M C N U LT Y,  S.J. ,  AWA R D
Quinton Borseth  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Awarded to an outstanding graduating engineering or  
computer science student, judged as typifying the qualities 
of scholarship, leadership, dedication and inspiration of  
Fr. McNulty, our Founding Dean.
J O H N  S .  J U  AWA R D
Sophie Yasuda    
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Awarded to the graduating senior in science or 
mathematics who exudes the same profound joy and 
wonder at new ideas and curiosity to pursue the unknown, 
exhibited by John S. Ju.
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Jordan Claire Jue   
CUM LAUDE
Jonathan Evan Kimray 
Cheng Loong Kong   
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Yinhui Li 
Yinying Liang  
CUM LAUDE




Grace Kai-rei Mondry v    
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Christian Joshua Galutera Mora 
CUM LAUDE 
Jack William Moss 
John Robee Francis Fernandez 
Munar
Dang Song Nguyen    
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Nicholas D. Nguyen 
Ramyasri Suchith Otturu
Allison Feng Yi O’Young    
CUM LAUDE
Jou-Chun Pan
Tuan Phan     
CUM LAUDE
Andrew Bradley Roach 








Sandrain Benaja Tchamba     
SUMMA CUM LUDE
Bailey A. Thompson v
My Nguyen Tuc Tran      
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Jasmine Jade Vinoya
Quinn Wass   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Grant Thomas Weikel 
Blake Cutler Werner II 
Connor Eric Allen Wilding 
Joseph Quinn Witt
Karen Wong   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Emma Caroline Zucati    
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Bachelor of Science, major  
in Electrical Engineering
Ihman Antonio
Ragan M. Crowe  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Anh Quoc Duong 
Pamela Baptista Pilotti Ferraz   
CUM LAUDE 
Jordan Anthony Lopaka Fraser 
Nabin Kc   
CUM LAUDE
William James Lambrecht 
Don-Thuan Le    
CUM LAUDE
Scott O’Shea    
CUM LAUDE
Neil Ryowon Sadaoka 
Ian Paulo Rodrigo Santiago 
Christiana Tembo   
CUM LAUDE
Sidney Teske  
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Yen Thi Bao Tran    
CUM LAUDE
Dinh Bao Tran    
CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Science, major  
in Environmental Science
Piper Ellan Klinger   
CUM LAUDE
Lisa Noel Kysar 
Darren Justin Kwok-Tai Lui 
Zachary Joseph Stephens 
Bachelor of Science,  
major in Marine and 
Conservation Biology
Alexander Kekaimalu  
Uganiza Aarona  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Logan Andrew Ossentjuk  
CUM LAUDE
Nicole Antoinette Roberts Bunke 
Jennifer Lynn Ronald  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Arts,  
major in Mathematics
Jacob Josiah Goguen
Bryn Sophia Lasher   
with additional major in Computer Science  
CUM LAUDE
Brannon J. Shrock    








Rachel Nohea Kehaulani Ah Nee 
Tran Phan Bao Bui 
Salvatore Theodore  
Calatola-Young   
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Emma E Canto 
Sing Yu Cheung 
Megan Marie Christensen 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE





Conor Kevin Linehan    
SUMMA CUM LAUDE 
Ha Pham   
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Bailey A Thompson v 
Oliver Louis Tufte   
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Science, major  
in Mechanical Engineering
Cameron Anne Aest 
Kyle Timothy Bjornethun
Cody Blaschka
Quinton Adam Borseth    
SUMMA CUM LAUD
Elijah Brown-Martin   
CUM LAUDE
Stafford William Guthrie Cary 
Hao Chen
Max Mathew Chinowsky     
SUMMA CUM LAUD
Alison Rachel Cordano 
Meghan Alexandra Decker 
Matthew Michael Gimpelevich   
CUM LAUDE
Alula Mulugeta Kalayu
Logan Kamla  
CUM LAUDE 
Rachel Laura Kramer Kastama 
Zachary John Larson 
Ryan Matthew Mann 
Mohammed AMQ Muthanna 
Ngo Mai Linh 
Luke Masuo Ogoshi 
Coby Matthew Pudiquet 
Nathan Rablee 
Richard Ray Royer






Justin Christopher Verniest   
CUM LAUDE
Brandon Nick Vongpitunmanachai  
CUM LAUDE 
Robert Dave R. Wheeler 
Bachelor of Arts,  
major in Physics
Hamza Ali 
Bachelor of Science,  
major in Physics
Julian Avila Good 
Michael Patrick Bremer 
Mason Willard Grabill Brown 
Enrique Luis Sanchez 
Kristen M. Swanson, PhD
Dean
S I S T E R  M A RY  R U T H  N I E H O F F  AWA R D
Sarah Catherine McClean
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Adrian Joseph Cortez Nava
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Awarded to the outstanding graduating student in the 
College of Nursing. Selection is based upon the student’s 
academic achievement, excellence in nursing, and 
participation in school and community activities. The 
award honors the memory of Sister Mary Ruth, who  
was dean of the School of Nursing from 1955 to 1968.
C O L L E G E  O F  N U R S I N G
Bachelor of Science, major 
in Diagnostic Ultrasound
Fatima Abdi  
CUM LAUDE
Sydney Christine Albriktsen  
CUM LAUDE
Kyrstin Tayler Brownfield 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Cassandra Amy Burigsay 
Erin M. Kobayashi 
Asim Sohail Melebari
Mariah Nicole Moreno 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Reyna J. Moreno-Sanchez   
CUM LAUDE 
Samantha N. Morse  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Linh Phuong Tran Nguyen 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Felicity Grace Rizzo
June Ann MacAle Roque  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE 
Jamie Thanh Mai Tran 
Kyla Malia Nalani Zimmermann 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Jessica Alyona Zinchuk 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Bachelor of Science  
in Nursing
Allison Xiao Xun Aamot 
CUM LAUDE
Joshua Ariel Abanero 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Andrea Aguilar Hernandez 
CUM LAUDE








Emily Beverly Aleinikoff 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Reyes Alvarado Herrera 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Kailea Alexis Aman 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Brienn Noel Aman 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE












Isabella M. Babb 
Bridget Faye Benevides 
CUM LAUDE
Samantha Matea P. Bernardo 




Angela Ruth Brun 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Chloe Aulani Sonson Buenrostro
CUM LAUDE
Lindsey Ngoc Tram Bui 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Sophie Marie Cannon 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE






Caroline Magda  
Chmielewski-Anders 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE










Lorenzo Troy Dellinger 
Elsa Rebecca Derrickson
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Briana Marie Diaz 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Claire Amanda Dinkler 
Leah Seanor Evans 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Layla Adem Farah 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Chloe Marie Farison 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Hanni Silva Feldheger
Manuel Fernandez Jr. 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Annabella Finn 
Jennifer Alexis Flores 
CUM LAUDE






Brandon Heechan Gim 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Rebekah Gomez
Stefanie Gomez Curl 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Dharma Sky Gutierrez 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE




Cheyanne C Hallin 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE




Lorra Kim Hernon 
CUM LAUDE







Marilyn Bradley Jones 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Mary Isabel Jose 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE




Keetra S. Kartes 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Robert Haddon Killian 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE






Macey C. Lane 




Meagan Claire Lo 
Audrey Rose Lomax
CUM LAUDE
Misty Rose Louie 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Marissa Hiroko Mager 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Donovan Timothy Mann 
CUM LAUDE




Hailey Renee McNally 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Eve Katherine Meldrum 
Elysia A Midorikawa 
CUM LAUDE
Abbey Lee Miller 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Katelin Jean Lokalia Miller
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Kyle Isao Miller 
CUM LAUDE
Sophia Lorena Mitchell 
CUM LAUDE
Ajith Mohanraj 
Brooke Nichole Mukai 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Adrian Joseph Cortez Nava
SUMMA CUM LAUDE




Jessica Vy Nguyen 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Khanh Ngoc Nguyen 
Abigail Ann Nicholson 
CUM LAUDE
Elliott Cameron Noell 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Soren Elliott Oakley 
CUM LAUDE
Taylor Michelle Oberg 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
















Alyssa Le Pham 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Grace Ann Poe 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Renata Quijada Perez 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Shaina Paola Rabara 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Carolann L Rein 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Lindsey JoAnn Richard 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Liliana Rochelle Rojas 
Kayla Sadowski 
CUM LAUDE
Serena Marie Santos 
CUM LAUDE
Elyssa Samantha Schrader 
CUM LAUDE
Madison Renee Sparby 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE




Eleanor Grace Stein 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE






Nablis A Tesfaye 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Khushdeep Kaur Thind 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Toan Quang Tran 
SUMMA CUM LAUDE
Megan Ann Tretter 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Jasmine Taylor Tung 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
















Alina Nicole Wilson 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Margaret Rose Pierce Winicki
CUM LAUDE




Zuzel Karleen Yequi 
Jenny Yi 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Khin Htay Yi 
Kayla Michiko Yosemori 
CUM LAUDE














N E W  A N D  C O N T I N U I N G  S T U D I E S
Bachelor of Arts, major  




Pamela N Kent 
MAGNA CUM LAUDE




Michael R. Walton  
with additional major  
in Organizational Leadership 
 
Bachelor of Arts, major in 
Organizational Leadership
Aaron Michael Boruff 
Jennifer Espinoza  
MAGNA CUM LAUDE
Michelle Joan Miller 
Janelle Thomas
Kerima A Yacub 
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A RM Y RO T C COMMIS SIONING C A DE T S
The ROTC Commissioning Ceremony is the culmination of four years of hard work balancing military 
requirements and academic commitments. These young men and women will be commissioned as Second 
Lieutenants and will begin their career of service to their nation all over the world.
BreeAnn Cayaban   
Military Police
Richard Galang  
Engineer 
Austin Groseclose  
Armor 




Noah Ignacio   
Quartermaster
Gregory Johnson  
Aviation 
Dohyun Jung    
Signal
Anna Mester   
Second Lieutenant 
Elysia Midorikawa   
Army Nurse
Coby Pudiquet  
Engineer  
Andrew Roach   
Cyber 
Logan Tennis   
Finance 
Isabella Velasquez     
Finance
Christelle May Vereb  
Medical
Andrew Yi     
Medical
Kyle Yoo     
Signal
Shafiga M. Abramova
Crisis Management: PK-12 Leaders & Resilience 
Building Practices During the COVID-19 Pandemic
Chair: Trenia Walker, Ph.D
Alicia Adelaide Al-Aryan
Refugee and Asylee Housing Resettlement 
Experiences with King County
Chair: Colette Taylor, EdD
Oruba Orikiba Jack Anthony
Crisis Management: PK-12 Leaders & Resilience 
Building Practices During the COVID-19 Pandemic
Chair: Trenia Walker, Ph.D
Haley Brown
Crisis Management: PK-12 Leaders & Resilience 
Building Practices During the COVID-19 Pandemic
Chair: Trenia Walker, Ph.D
Angela J. Griffin
A Seat at the Table: A Phenomenological Study 
of the Gap in African American/Black Women 
with Non-Profit Executive Leadership Roles
Chair: Colette Taylor, EdD
Chase Montana Huffman
Refugee and Asylee Housing Resettlement 
Experiences with King County
Chair: Colette Taylor, EdD
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION IN  
EDUCATION AND ORGANIZATIONAL LEARNING AND LEADERSHIP
DOCTOR OF EDUCATION IN EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP
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P R OVO S T ’ S  AWA R D  F O R  
G R A D U AT E  S T U D E N T  E XC E L L E N C E
Given to a Seattle University graduate student who has maintained  
the highest grade point average throughout their program and has also 
demonstrated outstanding leadership.
Jamie Vo
Master of Social Work
A R C H B I S H O P  R AY M O N D  G .  H U N T H A U S E N 
O U T S TA N D I N G  S E R V I C E  AWA R D
Given to the student who has offered significant service to both the university  
community and the community at-large, and in so doing, has exemplified the values  
of collaborative leadership in service to others.
Nicole Michelle Parker  
Master of Education in Student Development Administration
 
GR A DUAT E AWA RDS
Kabanda Obed
Refugee and Asylee Housing Resettlement 
Experiences with King County
Chair: Colette Taylor, EdD
Shukri Abdullahi Olow
A Qualitative Study of the Lived Experiences 
of Black Women in Leadership Positions in 
K-12 Educational Settings
Chair: Colette Taylor, EdD
Beimnet Mitiku Bekele
Ethiopian Orthodox Church Leadership Support 
of Youth from Ethiopian Immigrant Families in 
the United States 
Chair: Tana Hasart, EdD
Anissa Cessa Heard-Johnson
At the Intersection of Invisibility and 
Incompetence: African American Women 
Diversity, Equity & Inclusion Professionalism 
California’s Community Colleges
Chair: Colette Taylor, EdD
Andrew Jedidiah Johnson
A Document Analysis of Leadership Language 
that Enhance Family-School Collaboration in 
Efforts to Narrow the Achievement Gap
Chair: Trenia Walker, Ph.D
David Rafael Orozco
Out on a STEML Prediction of Persistence and 
Enrollment Leading to a Career in Science, 
Technology, Engineering or Mathematics
Chair: Colette Taylor, EdD
Daryl Wright
A Document Analysis of Leadership 
Language that Enhance Family-School 
Collaboration in Efforts to Narrow the 
Achievement Gap
Chair: Trenia Walker, Ph.D
Paulette Kidder, EdD
Interim Dean
S T.  I G N AT I U S  O F  LOYO L A  AWA R D
Erin Brosnan 
Yu Mi Jung   
Presented annually to the outstanding graduating student(s) 
in the College of Education Teacher Education Program. 
Selection is based on academic achievement, excellence in 
student teaching, evidence of commitment to teaching, and 
evidence of leadership.
S P I R I T  O F  E D U C AT I O N  AWA R D
Kabanda Obed    
Presented to the student who exemplifies the College 
of Education mission of preparing ethical and reflective 
practitioners for quality service in diverse communities. The 
student demonstrates excellence in academics as well as  
service to the program, school, campus, or greater community.
C O L L E G E  O F  E D U C AT I O N
Doctor of Education in 
Educational Leadership
Beimnet Mitiku Bekele 
Anissa Cessa Heard-Johnson 
Andrew Jedidiah Johnson 
David Rafael Orozco 
Daryl Wright
Doctor of Education 
in Education and 
Organizational Learning   
Shafiga M Abramova 
Alicia Adelaide Al-Aryan 
Oruba Orikiba Jack Anthony v 
Haley Brown v 
Angela J Griffin 
Chase Montana Huffman  
Kabanda Obed 
Shukri Abdullahi Olow 
Educational Specialist  
in School Psychology
Emily Felsted Brady 
Erin Claflin 
Marina Lorena Ganotra 
Mary A Habila 
Sara E Hearn 
Kayleigh R Hickok 
Kathryn Hodgson 
Michelle Hoedeman 
Monica Allison Clark Kelly 
Joshua M Krueger 
Tracy Enóe Mejia 
Amanda Shayne Mower 
Sydney Renee Obbink 
Alexandra Wales 
Kaitlin Rose Winterstein 
Mary Witkowski 
Master of Education  
in Adult Education  
and Training
Sky Isis Maya Kory 






Alcira Maythee Beltran 
Cintya Beristain Rivera 
Laura Elizabeth Breshock 
Holly J. Candage 
Sarah Carbonari 
Elizabeth Anne Cashion 
Sera Francheska Castro 
Lauren Elizabeth Creed 
Hangatu Umar Dawud 
Larkita Ayona Demps 
Alexa Farris 
Emily Grace Flory 
Bridgette Savannah Graham 
Lauren Grace Gusdorf 
Hope Renee Hallett Donato 
Rebecca Ann Johnson 
Susanna Jorgenson 
Arshvir K. Kariha 
Emily R. Katsanis 
Nicole Kerby 
Hannah Khablein 
Justine Olivia Lam 
Jasmine Ann Layden 
Samuel David “Will” Levine 
Rachel Shine Lingenbrink 
Sandra Evangelina Lopez 
Phil Magnenat 
Gerardo Barajas Montes de Oca 
Angela Nguyen 
Jiwoo Park 
Susan Elizabeth Pavlansky 
Michelle Phillips 
Sidney Viola Richardson 
Williston Barnett Riggs 
Hannah Christine Sessions 
Christopher M Shurts 
Riley Smithgall 
Lisa Sochor 
Roy Patrick Staples 
Claire Kellam Stepherson 
Sarah Rose Stuteville 
Rosanne Jabines Sumalpong 
Natasha Alise Tomich 
Sierra Rose Truesdale 
Hilde Elpida Tzemos 
Natalie Frolund Upton 
Bailey Elizabeth Walther 
Britt Weston-Ball 
Cameron Whitney
Master of Education  
in Educational  
Administration
Oruba Orikiba Jack Anthony v
Rachel Eileen Bailey
Haley Brown v 
Ema Shirk 
Master of Education  








Leslie Anne Sokolik 
Master of Education  
in Special Education
Jenna Lee Carleton
Nikka Rae Gaviola 
Master of Arts in  




Master of Education in 
Student Development 
Administration
Matthew Philip Ciraulo 
William DeMyer 




Hector Antonio Guzman 
Nicole Michelle Parker 
Anna Marie Ramirez 
Alyssa Rose Severson 
Patricia L. Snow 
Mellanie Rhae Cruz Tanada
Monique Larri Taylor 




Mary Elizabeth Brehove 
Erin Elizabeth Brosnan 
Elizabeth Buschmann 
Laura Eileen Clark 
Calum Royce Craft 
Amanda Creasia 
Emily Katherine Curtiss 
Tige Ashton DeCoster 
Katie Marie Detrano 
Jeffrey Doppelt 
Elizabeth Ann Dugan 
Megan Jo Dunn
Kevin Lee Eiford 
Naila Farah 
Samuel Thomas Fosmire 
Robert John Foster 
Emily Gamache 
Darlene Graham 
Oisín M Gunning 
Samuel Jackson Hendren 
Ryan Thomas Hess 
Yu Mi (Yumi) Jung 
Kelli Mae Katzer 
Elena Ewald Kazanjian 
Khanh Le 
Earl Thien-An Le 
Kelsey Ann Leonard 
Hailey Maher 
Riley Scott Moore 
Prathishtha Ramireddy 
Paul J Rasmussen
Sabrina May Roberge 
FaLana Dione Ruffin
Sarah Ilene Sidell 
Austin Sita 
Kemper Durham Anton Skurdal 
Reed Wilson Smith 
Natalie R Smith 





Maran Ree Whiting 
Stephanie Charlene Williamson 
Eli John Yackel-Juleen 
Ziqi Zhou 
Chelsea Maire Zimmerman 
Sarah Elizabeth Zink 
Elizabeth Anne Zorn 
Master of Education  
in Teaching English to  




 v Two degrees awarded
David V. Powers, PhD
Dean
WA L L AC E  LO H  AC A D E M I C  
E XC E L L E N C E  AWA R D
Taylor Olivia Coats 
The Wallace Loh Academic Excellence Award is given to the  
outstanding graduating student in the College of Arts and 
Sciences Graduate Programs. Selection is based upon 
exceptional graduate work in the classroom. Qualification 
evidenced by paper/article submission, conference presenta-
tions, fellowship or scholarship awards, and interdisciplinary 
scholarship work. The award honors the impact that Dr. 
Wallace Loh had upon graduate programs in the College 
of Arts and Sciences. Dr. Loh served as Dean of the college 
from 1999-2008. Under his leadership, four of the seven Arts 
and Sciences graduate programs were created.
L E A D E R S H I P  A N D  P R O F E S S I O N A L 
E N G AG E M E N T  AWA R D 
Jamie Vo  
The Leadership and Professional Engagement Award 
recognizes the graduating student in the College of Arts 
and Sciences who has demonstrated exceptional leadership 
abilities and professional engagement. The recipient is an 
innovative forward thinker, making new roads in their chosen 
field. Their professional development efforts contribute 
to the vibrant educational experience in their graduate 
program. 
S O C I A L  J U S T I C E  A N D  C O M M U N I T Y 
E N G AG E M E N T  AWA R D 
Kaleb D. Sinclair 
The Social Justice and Community Engagement Award 
recognizes the graduating student in the College of Arts 
and Sciences who has demonstrated a deep commitment 
to social justice and community engagement. The recipient 
has gone above and beyond in their service to others, carrying 
with them the founding principles of a Jesuit education, making 
choices as a leader for a just and humane world.
C O L L E G E  O F  A R T S  A N D  S C I E N C E S
Master of Fine Arts  
in Arts Leadership
Qian (Amanda) Feng 
Robin Luke Jared Giammanco 
Cay Lane Wren 
Sophie C Lederman 
Ashley K Marshall 








Nhi Phuong Nghe 
Shanyne Olivia Noel 
Sophia Helena Poland 




Caitlin Marie Smedly 
Theresa Sundin 
Tiana E Tinner 
Mallory Nicole Weaver 
Master of Social Work
Jelwyn Therese Idong Agbayani 
Allison Ash 
Danni Jo Bechtold    
Arnold R. Camacho, Sr. 
Caroline Colombo 
Jaime M Di Giovanna 
Samantha Louise Howley 
Alia Jaeger 
Jessica R Jasper 
Jasika Kalia 
Hanna Kokko 
Elizabeth Dianne Landry 
Miranda Leona MacDicken 
Katherine Lynn McIlroy 
Emily G Pacunski 
Sean Robert Reardon 
Gabriella Russell 
Shanna Zoe Sexton 
Molly Ann Thomas 
Jamie Vo 
Master of Arts in  
Criminal Justice
Waneh Abnoos 
Daniel C Breed 
Zola Elizabeth Campbell 
Heather Chesnut Rose
Kelsey Coke-Churchill 
Kyle Christopher Conley 
Rachel Ann Deckard 
Natalie Eileen Ewegen 
Alyssa Garcia 
Enedelia Garcia Rodriguez 
Kelsey Grindley 
Carly Elizabeth Holmes 
Kaili Renee Huan Brown 
Yulia A Kotelevskaya 
Mark S Levin 
Taylor Lowery 
Katlynn Nicole McDaniels 
Kidst Mehari Messelu 
Carla Therese Panattoni 
Chelsea Perry 
Phanida Pfingsten 
Maximiliaan Fredrick Reygers 
Enrique Rodriguez 
Blaine Ivan Steele 
Laura E Suddock
Katherine Van Roosendaal 
Olivia N Waller 
Cherilyn Williams 
Katelyn Marie Yep 
Dulce Zamora
Master of Arts in Criminal 
Justice / Juris Doctor   
Courtney E Osborn 
Hannah Thompson-Garner 
Oscar Trinidad 
Master of Nonprofit 
Leadership
Dewi Ali 
Anne Thompson Becker 
Roy A. Benjamin 
Alison Davidson Bessee 
Max Burnham 
Taylor Olivia Coats 
Brandon Tyler Frost 
Melanie Hetherington Mayo 
Theresa Honan 
Cilia Jurdy 
Samantha Devin Kielty 
Garrett Daniel Nadeau 
Camille Christine Rosetty 
Chelsea Rebecca Dorothy 
Sandlin 
Stephanie Joyce Velasco 
Zheng Zhou 
Master of Arts  
in Psychology
Aaron Thomas Brah 
Connor Frome Burgess
Claire Maria Chambers 
Phillip Coulson 




Katee Rose Martinez 
Winston Kyle McWhirt 
Shane Mitchell 
Emily Anne Purington 
Julia Robins





Master of Public 
Administration
AyeNay A. Abye 
Cheruiyot Kiplangat Denis 
Taryn Farley 
Ethan Liam Forney-McMahon 
Yvette Jezebel Gutierrez-Morfin 
Ben Hauberg 
Ryan Tayler Hoirup 
Gideon Koffi Hoto 
Jeffrey M. Huguenor 
Anneliese Michelle Irby 
Hanna C Jones 
Alexis Xzollenes Juday-Marshall 
Sukhaman Kaur 
Jose Luis Magana-Bedolla 
Samson Maera Mogusu 
Jose Armando Munguia 
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A L B E R S  S C H O O L  O F  B U S I N E S S 
A N D  E C O N O M I C S
Joseph M. Phillips, PhD
Dean
J E R RY  A .  V I S C I O N E  AWA R D
Odmaa Farmer    
Awarded to the outstanding graduating graduate business 
student in the Albers School of Business and Economics to 
recognize exceptional academic performance. This award 
exemplifies Jerry A.Viscione’s commitment, during his tenure 
as dean of The Albers School of Business and Economics 
from 1988-1997, to promoting academic excellence while 
developing students to be leaders of high integrity who  
are committed to serving others.  
Leadership Executive 
Master of Business 
Administration





Naomi G. Diggs, MD 
Amber DiMarco 
Camberly A Gilmartin 
Dave Hall 
Summer Rae Meyer
Kristan Novotny Muhittinoglu 
Natalie Marie Pinkerton 
Aaron F Slater 
Kendal Swinski 
Jonathan Taylor 
Lysie Dee Taylor 
Michael Ronald Vaughan 
Master of Business 
Administration
John Frederick Dogero   
Professional Master of 
Business Administration
Renato Albolea v  
Bryce Allison 
Alhanouf Altharwa 
Paul Donald Anderson 
Rachael Nicole Belvin 
Siddharth Bhagwat 
Ryan Hartman Blair 
Maria Elena Blocker 
Ashley Brendle 
Ashley Bubb 
Mai Phuong Lam Bui 
Delaney Burns 
Brooke A. Carlisle 
Victoria Wai Yan Chan 
Thanh-Thuong Thi Chuche 
Keshon J. Davis 
Jordan Marie Denny 
Jeffrey Dickson 
Nicholas Ulrich Dossegger 
Beatrice Joy Durr 
Zachary William Ewald 
Riley Patrick Gaffney 
Gemma Diane Gillespie 
Fernando Daniel Gonzalez 
Brad Gray
Ayman Hamid 
Luke Alan Hamlin 
Emily Kristine Hendrickson 
Leslie Hepner 
Kelsey Elizabeth Hofmann 
Thomas William Huff 
Stephen Scott Jackson 
Patrick M Jaybush 
Stanimir Kachakov 
Ram Krishna 
Annemarie Britt Lea 
Alan Yu Luan 
Tyson Isamu Lumpkin 
Scott Magee 
Matthew Mazzoni 
Nasteha Ali Muse 
Brian Royal Nebeker v  
Viet Nguyen 
Uugantsetseg Odser 
Marc Allen Parrish 
Jamie Penney 
Madeline Lane Petrin 
Carina Thuyvi Pham 
Gina Ruelas 
Vineet Sagar 
Alison Rose Shane 
Shauna Marie June Shipp-Martinez 
Jason Daniel Trammell 
Sara Ann Uffer 
Meghan Elizabeth van der Sluys 
Brianne Lyne Vanderlinden 
Joel Weise 
Jennifer Yang 
Theodore Joseph Young, Jr. 
Li-Wen Yu 
Professional Master of 
Business Administration / 
Juris Doctor
Christopher Michael Davis
Bridge Master of Business 
Administration
Mohammad Singgih Adiprayogo 




Christopher Andrew Gibbons 
Nathan Lincoln Graham 
Akarsha Gulukota 
Erykah Allysa Holland 
Sukriti Kaur 
Simranjit Kaur 
Hyun Jin Kim 
Eliza Kuttappan 
Nelson Le 
Harun Khadar Mohamed 
Olivia Elizabeth Nevin Moore 
Angela Ngo 
Jenny Nguyen 






Master of International 
Business   
Jason Zachary Gans   
Master of Science in  
Business Analytics
Renato Albolea v  
Freeland Burton 











Pa Ousman Jobe 








Bradely Andrew Mayfield 
Delainey Messenger 
Garren James Moss 
Akira Nakagawa 
Brian Royal Nebeker v  
Anh Nguyen 
Minh Nguyen 
Duong Thai Nguyen 
Jillian Pflugrath Bass 
Truc Anh Phan 
Phuong Huyen Nam Phan 
Erika Ronquillo 
Sylvester Setio 
Alex Johnson Tabet 
Jiajie Xu 
Chenyi Xu 
Ningyun Yang v  
Hsiu Han Yang 
Briannah K Yee 
Sahira Zaheen 
Siqi Zhang v  
Youying Zhou 
Master of Professional 
Accounting
Michelle Liza Abelev 
Chung-Jen Chen 
Yanchu Chen 
Yutong Crystal Chen 
Clara Lizeth Cordova 
Quyen Thi Ngoc Dang 
Xiaoli He 




Felisia Joana Mardani 
Campbell McKinney 
Erika Yuki Ozawa 
Collin Stafford 
Shijia Tian 
Yi Fan Wong 
He Xu 
Kun Richard Yang 






Xiaobo Zhu v  
Master of Science in Finance
Nora Salem Al-Naemi 
Ravija Beena Amlani 
Aarti Ashok 
Brian Matthew Bergeron 
Thao Che 
Yue Cheng 










Samuel K. Mwangi 
Bo Pang 
Sneha Lalitha Pendyala 
Victor Nikolayevich Petyakhin 
Elijah Alden Singstad 
Gregory J Wilson II 
Yindi Xu 
Siqi Zhang v  
Qianwen Zheng 
Yichen Zhou 
Xiaobo Zhu v  
Yitian Zhuge 
Master in Sport  
Business Leadership   
Jose Bautista 
Abigail Elizabeth Crowell 
Jordan Bryce Dallas 
Madeline Camille Dopplick 
Timothy Arron Frazier-Leslie 
Marie Frances Hayman
Zoe Haywood 
James Lawrence Jadlos 
Kevin Lantry






Zachary Thomas Walther 
 v Two degrees awarded
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Kristen M. Swanson, PhD
Dean
C O L L E G E  O F  N U R S I N G





















Jillian Kay Darlene Douglas














































Ashley Nicole Mew Jun Shishido
Kayla Shull
Elizabeth S Simon













Assessment of the Community Health Board 
Coalition Response to COVID 19 Pandemic.
Chair: Robin Narruhn, PhD, RN
Katherine Frances Adler
Assessing Barriers to Barcode Medication 
Administration (BCMA) Compliance: A Quality 
Improvement Project
Chair: Jeanne Lowe, PhD, RN
Jibran Attahulhayi Ahmed
Understanding Our Strengths, Elevating Our 
Priorities: Community Health Board Coalition 
Chair: Robin Narruhn, PhD, RN
Melody B. Albano
Program Evaluation of Provider Triage in the Urgent 
Care in the Setting of the Covid-19 Pandemic
Chair: Diane K. Switzer, DNP, ARNP, FAEN
Anjanette Allard
Analyzing Nurse and Family Perceptions of  
Family-Centered Care in Phase 1 Recovery
Chair: Jeanne Lowe PhD, RN
Zheryl Baldonado
Evaluating the Workflow Process for Incident 
Reports for Department Managers:  A Quality 
Improvement Project
Chair: Bonnie Bowie PhD, MBA, RN, FAAN
Andrew Edward Bennett
A Baseline Needs Assessment prior to 
Implementing Pharmacogenomics Information  
into the EHR at Virginia Mason
Chair: Patrick J. M. Murphy, PhD
Emily Margaret Bicknell
Nitrous Oxide as Labor Analgesia: Utilization  
in a Seattle Hospital
Chair: Kelly McBroom, PhD, ARNP, CNM
Alisa Joy Bieber
Medicare Annual Wellness Visits: An Opportunity  
to Promote Seniors’ Health
Chair: Jennifer Fricas, PhD, MPH, RN
Hailey Elizabeth Bobin Cole
Impact of a Novel Application in Electrocardiogram 
Interpretation Confidence and Performance in 
Nurse Practitioner Students
Chair: Therry Eparwa, DNP, FNP-BC
Jasmine Brar
Understanding Barriers Patients Face in Completing 
Mammography Screening in Primary Care
Chair: Colleen Woolsey, PhD, ARNP
Jacquelyn D’Arra Calvin
Feasibility of Implementing a Systematic Referral 
System at Virginia Mason Medical Center for 
Heart Failure Patients to Participate in Cardiac 
Rehabilitation
Chair: Kumhee Ro, DNP, FNP-BC
April Isamar Carrillo
Identifying Hispanic Parents’ Perceptions of their 
Child’s Health Services: A Program Evaluation to 
Support Hispanic Youth
Chair: Janiece DeSocio, PhD, RN, PMHNP-BC, 
FAAN, Sauvage Endowed Professor of Nursing
Ju Yeon Choe
Implementation of Palliative Care for 
Interprofessional Dialysis Team
Chair: Kumhee Ro, DNP, FNP-BC
Randal Carl Claussen
Barriers for Individuals with Prediabetes from 
Enrolling in the YMCA’s Diabetes Prevention Program
Chair: Gayle Robinson PhD, RN and  
Jeanne Lowe PhD, RN
Jamie Donnamae Cline
Advance Care Planning Communication Training
Chair: Daniel D. Cline, PhD, RN, ANP-BC, CEN
Grace Talbot Davis
Effect of Supplemental Thiamine on Alcohol 
Withdrawal in a Detoxification Setting
Chair: Jennifer Fricas, PhD, MPH, RN
Ambera Dedic
Teen Take Heart (TTH): A Virtual Learning 
Experience
Chair: Daniel D. Cline, PhD, RN, ANP-BC, CEN
Sakisha A. Delves
An Exploration of a Gap in Medication Education for 
Deaf Clients
Chair: Cheryl L. Cooke, PhD, DNP, PMHNP-BC
Olivia Andrea Domini
Screening for Adverse Childhood Experiences and 
Other Determinants of Health in School Based 
Health Centers: A Program Evaluation
Chair: Heather Depuydt DNP, MSNEd, RN, RYT
Jillian Kay Darlene Douglas
The Impact of Mental Health Policy on People with 
Severe Mental Illness
Chair: Lauren Lawon, DNP RN
Brandon David Frommer Dukovic
Implementing Eating Disorder Screening  
and Early Intervention in a Primary Care Clinic
Chair: Hyun Jung Kim, PhD, RN
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Andrea Ann Eickelmann
Anti-Weight Stigma Educational Simulation  
for Nurse Practitioner Students
Chair: Robin Narruhn, PhD, RN
Selam Tarekegn Estefanos
The Importance of Cultural Considerations  
in the Administration of Palliative Care
Chair: Cheryl L. Cooke, PhD, DNP, PMHNP-BC
Matthew Joseph Firth
Fluid Management Education for Hemodialysis 
Nurses for Improvement in Patient Outcomes
Chair: Jennifer Fricas, PhD, MPH, RN
Anne Marie Fombu
Program Evaluation of a Minority Nurse  
Mentorship Program
Chair: Robin Narruhn, PhD, RN
Ellen L. French
Helping the Helpers: Assessing Support Needs  
and Resources Among Community Doulas
Chair: Kelly McBroom, CNM, ARNP, PhD
Lemuel Mwangi Gitari
Depressive Disorders and Substance Abuse 
Screening in Pediatric Primary care using PHQ-A  
and CRAFFT Assessment tools
Chair: Colleen Woolsey, PhD, ARNP
Mikaela A. Guimaraes
Virtual Nurse Coaching & Chronic Disease
Chair: Colleen Woolsey, PhD, ARNP
Ioana M. Hall
A Quality Improvement Project: Implementing  
a Homelessness Vulnerability Screening Tool  
For Young Adults in the Inpatient Behavioral  
Health Setting
Chair: Janiece DeSocio, PhD, RN,  
PMHNP-BC, FAAN
Sara Hall
Reducing Barriers to Care for Postpartum Health 
using Telehealth during COVID-19
Chair: Elizabeth M. Gabzdyl, DNP, CNM
Susan Marie Henderson
Practice Considerations for Stroke Care  
at Swedish Medical Center
Chair: Kumhee Ro, DNP, FNP-BC
Samantha Gail Herradura
Making it Stick: Policy Adherence using  
a Checklist for Transradial Band
Chair: Bonnie Bowie PhD, MBA, RN
John Anthony Hinrichs
Building Resilience: Piloting a Mindful Self-
Compassion and Stress Management Program  
for Youth
Chair: Janiece DeSocio, PhD, RN,  
PMHNP-BC, FAAN
Rachel Hirsch
Sexual Health Workshop for Adult Women
Chair: Elizabeth M. Gabzdyl, DNP, CNM
Caroline Elizabeth Jaquish
The Baby Friendly Hospital Initiative:  
A Pre and Post-Implementation Study
Chair: Danuta M Wojnar, PhD, RN, MED,  
IBCLC, FAAN
Tatyana V. Klimok
Nurses’ Perceived Barriers to Performing Bedside 
Shift Reports in Acute Care Settings
Chair: Cheryl L. Cooke, PhD, DNP, PMHNP-BC
Jody K. Kline-Mchugh
Increasing Client Engagement in a Pediatric 
Clinic Using a Family Advisory Council: A Quality 
Improvement Project
Chair: Gayle Robinson PhD, MN, BSN, RN
Robyn M. Gibbons
Implementation of Fall Prevention Strategies in a  
King County Hospital: A Quality Improvement Project
Chair: Bonnie Bowie PhD, MBA, RN, FAAN
Suzan Griffis Knowles
Simulation Use in Pre-licensure Nursing Programs 
Assuring Excellence in New Nurse Competence and 
Confidence
Chair: Carrie Miller, PhD, RN, CHSE, CNE, IBCLC
Negin Kourehpazan
Barriers for Individuals with Prediabetes from 
Enrolling in the YMCA’s Diabetes Prevention Program
Chair: Gayle Robinson PhD, RN and  
Jeanne Lowe PhD, RN
Emily Elizabeth La Riviere
Examination of the Perceptions, Beliefs, 
and Conceptions Related to Rapid Bedside 
Implementation of Prone Therapy in the Setting  
of COVID-19 Pandemic 
Chair: Benjamin J. Miller, PhD, APRN, FNP, ACNP
Ashton Elizabeth Lupton
All Options: Developing and Implementing an MVA 
Protocol for Miscarriage Management
Chair: Lisa Abel, DNP, ARNP, WHNP-BC
Navdeep Kaur Malhi
Implementation and Evaluation of Rapid Triage 
Assessment at the Emergency Department of  
a Suburban Community Hospital
Chair: Diane K. Switzer, DNP, ARNP, FAEN
Sarah Vivian Martin
The Baby Friendly Hospital Initiative: A Pre  
and Post-Implementation Study
Chair: Danuta Wojnar, PhD, RN, MED,  
IBCLC, FAAN
Carolyn Jean Mattson
Grounds for a New Normal; Integration of 
Telephrology in Rural Communities
Chair: Diane Fuller Switzer, DNP, ARNP,  
RNP/ENP-BC, ENP-C, FAEN
Tyler Z. Mortensen
Care Staff Self-Efficacy and Resident Fall Rates  
in Long-Term Care
Chair: Michael Huggins, PhD, EdD, ARNP, FAANP
Emma Nauman
Barriers to Effective Implementation of 
Contingency Management in Outpatient  
Treatment of Methamphetamine
Chair: Jonnae Tillman, DNP PMHNP
Jaime Rose Navetta
Enhancing Knowledge of Mentorship Best 
Practices: A DNP QI Project
Chair: Daniel Cline, PhD, RN, ANP-BC, CEN
Ellerey Claire Nelson
A Provider Toolbox for Cardiovascular Disease 
Prevention in Women of Color in the Primary  
Care Setting
Chair: Lisa Abel, DNP, ARNP, WHNP-BC
Alyssa Iwai Nguyen
Examination of the Perceptions, Beliefs, 
and Conceptions Related to Rapid Bedside 
Implementation of Prone Therapy in the Setting  
of COVID-19 Pandemic
Chair: Benjamin J. Miller, PhD, APRN, FNP, ACNP
Alyssa Ann Ochsner
Implementation of a H. pylori Information Packet  
at Swedish Gastroenterology to Improve Patient 
Care Outcomes
Chair: Bonnie Bowie PhD, MBA, RN, FAAN
Adrienne Oliveira
Medication Error Reduction Training at a Local 
Nursing Home
Chair: Lauren Valk Lawson, DNP, RN
Atalaya L. Ombati
Addressing Health Needs of Women Experiencing 
Homelessness
Chair: Lauren Valk Lawson, DNP, RN
Shokouh Pardakhtim
Barriers for Individuals with Prediabetes from 
Enrolling in the YMCA’s Diabetes Prevention Program
Chair: Gayle Robinson PhD, RN and  
Jeanne Lowe PhD, RN
Natalie Puc
Analysis of State Compulsory Commitment Policies
Chair: Lauren Lawon, DNP RN
Jarylin Alexandria Salazar Reese
A Quality Improvement Project: Reducing Patient 
“Assisted Falls” and Caregiver Injuries by Providing 
New Sit to Stand Equipment and Training.
Chair: Jeanne Lowe, PhD, RN
Kaylin Anne Reeve
Implementation of a Transitional Care Pilot 
Program to Reduce Heart Failure Readmissions
Chair: Benjamin J. Miller, PhD, APRN, FNP, ACNP
Ellena Saechao
Understanding Sepsis & Improving Sepsis Outcomes
Chair: Jeanne Lowe, PhD, RN
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Michael J. Quinn, PhD
Dean
C O L L E G E  O F  S C I E N C E  
A N D  E N G I N E E R I N G






































Nazneen Nisar Ahmed Tamboli







Master of Science in 
Mechanical Engineering
Michael Joseph Cerda 
Stephanie Johnson 
Stephanie Merwin 
Vu Anh Vo 
Master of Science in 
Structural Engineering
Raghad Adel Ashoor 
Phong Q Do 
Courtney Louise Maciolek 
Jacqueline Rock 
Anna Starr 
Kalei Mika Sur 
Ryan D. Zamora 
Katlyn Elizabeth Sargent Sheets
Human Trafficking Education Module for Healthcare 
Providers: Reviewed and Informed by Survivors of 
Sex Trafficking
Chair: Benjamin J. Miller, PhD, APRN, FNP, ACNP
Sarah Michelle Schwaegler
Efficacy of an Adult Congenital Heart Disease 
Transition Care Program: A Program Evaluation
Chair: Therry Eparwa, DNP, MSN, RN, FNP-BC
Shelby Ann Scofield
Diabetes Education for Psychiatric Crisis Workers
Chair: Hyun Jung Kim, PhD, PMHNP-BC
Lily M. Seyoum
A Retrospective Quality Improvement Study  
of Post Sepsis Management Program
Chair: Heather DePuydt  DNP, MSNEd, RN,  
RYT - Faculty Mentor
Jorea Shirley
Understanding Our Strengths, Elevating Our 
Priorities: Community Health Board Coalition 
Chair: Robin Narruhn, PhD, RN
Ashley Nicole Mew Jun Shishido
Evaluation of an Acute Pancreatitis Treatment 
Pathway on Reducing Incidence of Sepsis
Chair: Diane K. Switzer, DNP, ARNP, FAEN
Kayla Shull
Sharing Our Burden: Addressing Wound Care  
Visits Through Patient Engagement
Chair: Jeanne Lowe, PhD, RN
Elizabeth S Simon
Long-Acting Reversible Contraception Education 
for Street-Involved Youth: Impact on Knowledge, 
Attitudes, and Behaviors
Chair: Therry Eparwa, DNP, FNP-BC
Kevlin Iwalani Fleming Slingwine
Improving Infection Prevention Among Unlicensed 
Healthcare Workers: A Pilot Program
Chair: Michael Huggins, PhD, EdD, ARNP, FAANP
Lindsey Marie Smith
Understanding the Predictive Value of Leukocyte 
Esterase on Dipstick Urinalysis as an Indicator of 
Urinary Tract Infection
Chair: Bonnie Bowie PhD, MBA, RN
Behrooz R. Soleimani
Catching up with HPV immunization: An 
Educational Video for College Students
Chair: Colleen Woolsey, PhD, ARNP
Shannon C. Sommer
Increasing Certified Nurse Midwife Knowledge 
and Confidence in Screening for Perinatal Eating 
Disorders through an Online Training
Chair: Jonnae Tillman, DNP PMHNP
Diana J. Spann
Peripheral Intravenous Catheter Removal:  
A Reason to Change
Chair: Kumhee Ro, DNP, RN, ARNP
Corissa A. Sutton
Pain Neuroscience Education at Seattle  
Housing Authority
Chair: Janiece DeSocio, PhD, RN,  
MHNP-BC, FAAN
Michelle Tran
Understanding Our Strengths, Elevating Our 
Priorities: Community Health Board Coalition 
Chair: Robin Narruhn, PhD, RN
Manaye Utaile
Aiding Screening, Diagnosis, and Management of 
Prediabetes Among High-Risk Medicare Patients 
in a Primary Care Setting
Chair: Lisa Abel DNP, MSN, ARNP, WHNP-BC
Natalie Jean Van Houten
Screen Where the People Are: Using Self-
Collected Primary HPV Testing in Day Shelters 
to Increase Cervical Cancer Screening Rates in 
Homeless Women
Chair: Lisa Abel, DNP, MSN, ARNP, WHNP-BC
Sarah Y. Welch
Implementation of a Proactive Rapid Response 
Nurse Rounding Protocol to Address Afferent 
Limb Failure in a Mature Rapid Response System
Chair: Bonnie Bowie PhD, MBA, RN, FAAN
Gabriella Robin Worden
Initiating a Buprenorphine Taper Protocol for 
Opiate Withdrawal in an Inpatient Detox Setting
Chair: Therry Eparwa, DNP, MSN, RN, FNP-BC
Boyon Yun
A Gap Analysis, Development, and Evaluation 
of an Advanced Practice Clinician Mentorship 
Program
Chair: Kristen M. Swanson, RN, PhD, FAAN
 v Two degrees awarded
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Mark S. Markuly, PhD
Dean
Erica L. Martin, PhD
Executive Director
S C H O O L  O F  T H E O L O G Y  
A N D  M I N I S T R Y
Doctor of Ministry
Betty Elizabeth Echols 
Melody Fewell Kroeger 
LuAnn Mary Trutwin 
Master of Divinity
Haley Hill Ballast 
Nydia Aeowyn Blood 
Allison Cannady-Smith 
Stevi Layne Hamill 
Amara Grace Oden 
Victoria Poling 
Linzi Ann Stahlecker 
Shaina Noel Williams 
Master of Arts
Kirsti Faaren Ruud 
Susan Elizabeth Tanabe 
Jessica Ann Zimmerle 




René Annette Bogan 
Stephanie Brownell 




Lauren Evelyn Donelson 
Michael Alejandro Dzul 
Emily Elsasser 
Spencer Erwin 
Danielle Nicole Henry 
Jacelyn Patrice Hunter 




Kelsey Brooke McComas 
Emily Anne Carolina Parks 
Olivia Jennifer Park-Sargent 
Catherine A. Peyton 
Cary Anna Plewka 
Mikaela Quintinita
Maleigha Rebekah Madison  
Khou Rogge 
Kaylee Del Rudd 
Tamara Runnicles 
Margaret Kathryn Stang 
Geraldine Tay 
Master of Arts  
in Pastoral Studies
Karstin Jacobson 
Cathy A. Reiter 
Catherine Ann Ruha 
Master of Arts in  
Transformational 
Leadership
Salsabiel Mohammad Taher 
Alzubaidi 
Master of Arts in  
Transforming Spirituality 
Colleen Dinladzer Nsame 
Betty Elizabeth Echols
Improving Spiritual Care by Chaplains  
for Service Members Who Witness Death
Chair: Sharon Henderson Callahan, EdD
DOCTOR OF MINISTRY  
Dissertation Titles
D R .  LO R E T TA  JA N C O S K I  
I N N OVAT I V E  L E A D E R S H I P  AWA R D
Karstin Jacobson, MAPS 
Jessica Zimmerle, MA
Recognizes the ground-breaking leadership of the 
first dean of the School of Theology and Ministry. 
Under her visionary direction, Dr. Jancoski guided the 
establishment of an innovative theological venture in 
the Pacific Northwest. This award is presented annually 
to a graduating student who demonstrates exceptional 
service to the community and achieves academic 
excellence meriting recognition.
D R .  C L I N TO N  M C N A I R  AWA R D
Noemi Correa, MACFT
Honors the founding director of the School of Theology 
and Ministry’s Pastoral Counseling program. Dr. 
McNair pioneered a vision to bring healing, hope, and 
wholeness to individuals, families, and underserved 
communities by training therapists to competently, 
effectively, and ethically infuse spirituality into their 
clinical services. This award is presented annually to 
an outstanding Master of Arts in Couples and Family 
Therapy student who integrates clinical education 
and practice with theological insights and spiritual 
formation, demonstrating a commitment to holistic 
health and healing practices, social justice, and the 
well-being of individuals, families, and communities.
L EO  S TA N D F O R D  
L E A D E R S H I P  AWA R D
Allison Cannady-Smith, MDIV
Honors the memory of the founding director of the 
Institute of Theological Studies. Dr. Stanford pioneered 
a vision for lay ministry within the church that became 
a model for other lay ministry programs in the 
United States. This award is presented annually to a 
graduating student who demonstrates exceptional 
service to the community and achieves academic 
excellence meriting recognition. 
Melody Fewell Kroeger
What Happens When the Money Runs Out?  
A Qualitative Study of Leadership in a Time of Scarcity
Chair: Sharon Henderson Callahan, EdD
LuAnn Mary Trutwin
A Study of Bullying in the Catholic  
Healthcare Workplace
Chair: Sharon Henderson Callahan, EdD
MISSION STATEMENT
Seattle University is dedicated to educating  
the whole person, to professional formation,  
and to empowering leaders for a just  
and humane world.
Hon. Anita Crawford-Willis, Chair 
Municipal Court Judge
Hugh Bangasser, Vice Chair 
Partner, K&L Gates
R. Miller Adams 
Managing Director, Triad Capital Partners
Dave Anderson, S.J. 
Chaplain for Alumni
Christopher G. Canlas 
First Vice President, Morgan Stanley
Ralph Chiocco 




President of The Breakfast Group
Janet M. Dwyer
William F. Eisiminger 
President/Owner,  
Barcelona Enterprises, Inc.
LTC David Foley 
USA, Retired
Michelle Akiyama Galvin 
Pagliacci Pizza and Macrina Bakery
Heather Hughes 
Sarah M. Hughes Foundation
O. David Jackson 
Founding Partner, FJCT Investments
Jonelle M.C. Johnson 
Nordstrom
James P. Jorgensen 
Owner, Jorgensen Sports Services
Stacy Lill 
Founder/CEO, Cashmere Consulting 
Founder/Brand Ambassador, O Wines
Don Luby 
Firm Manager, Luby and Thomson
John McDowall 
Attorney
Dr. Daniel McKay 





Executive Vice President, JLL
Nathan Nguyen 
Managing Director, Northwest Region  
Head of Consumer Bank and Wealth 
Management for JP Morgan Chase
Kabanda Obed 
Chair, Graduate Student Council
Marie Perilman  
VP, Wealth Advisor, Columbia Bank
Marilyn Price 
Professor Emerita, College of Nursing, 
Seattle University
Charlie Quigg 






Fellow, World Affairs Council
Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J. 
President, Seattle University
Starr Tavenner 
Past President, Washington State  
China Relations Council
Vince Volpe 
Player Development Coordinator,  
SU Men’s Soccer Team
David Wasielewski 
Managing Partner,  
Din Tai Fung Restaurant
D.J. Weidner 
President, Alumni Board of Governors 
Director of Strategy, AMP Agency
Mary Hermann Welch
Richard Wood 
Managing Partner, First Hill Partners
B O A R D  O F  R E G E N T S
Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J.  
President
Shane P. Martin, PhD 
Provost
Timothy P. Leary, PhD 
Executive Vice President
Robert J. Dullea, PhD 
Vice President for Planning and Vice Provost
Michelle Clements, MBA 
Vice President for Human Resources
Wilson Garone 
Chief Financial Officer and Vice President  
for Finance and Business Affairs
Natasha Martin, JD 
Chief Diversity Officer and Vice President  
for Diversity and Inclusion
Scott K. McClellan 
Vice President for University Affairs
Melore Nielson, MA 
Vice President for Enrollment Management
Mary Savilla Petersen, JD 
Vice President and University Counsel
Michael Podlin, MBA 
Vice President for University Advancement
Alvin Sturdivant, EdD 
Vice President for Student Development
Chris Van Liew 
Chief Information Officer and Vice President  
for Information Technology
Annette E. Clark, MD, JD 
Dean, School of Law
Rick Fehrenbacher, PhD 
Dean, School of New and Continuing Studies
Paulette Kidder, PhD 
Interim Dean, College of Education
Erica L. Martin, PhD 
Executive Director, School of Theology  
and Ministry
Joseph M. Phillips, PhD 
Dean, Albers School of Business  
and Economics
David V. Powers, PhD 
Dean, College of Arts and Sciences
Michael J. Quinn, PhD 
Dean, College of Science and 
Engineering
Kristen M. Swanson, RN, PhD, FAAN 
Dean, College of Nursing
Sarah Barbara Watstein, MLS, MPA 
Dean, Lemieux Library and McGoldrick 
Learning Commons
U N I V E R S I T Y  A D M I N I S T R A T I O N
Nicole W. Piasecki 
Chair, Board of Trustees 
Retired, The Boeing Company
David W. Burcham 
Vice Chair, Board of Trustees
Stephen V. Sundborg, S.J.  
President, Seattle University
Kathleen Aikenhead 
President, William H. Hannon Foundation
Ann Alokolaro 
Director of Admissions, Seattle Prep
Arturo Araujo, S.J. 
Rector, Arrupe Community 
Associate Professor 
Seattle University





Founder, One Equal Heart
Robert H. Blais 





Patrick J. Callans 
Exec. Vice President, Costco Wholesale
Brenda Christensen 
Author and Company Advisor
Tim Engle 
President, Saltchuk Family of Companies
Joseph M. Gaffney 
Attorney at Law, (Ret.) Dorsey & Whitney, LLP
Val Gorder 
Gaard Development
Robert Grimm, S.J. 
Seattle University
Russell Hagen 
Senior Vice President and  
Chief Financial Officer, Weyerhaeuser
Drew Herdener 
VP Public Relations, Amazon.com, Inc.
Hon. Donald J. Horowitz 
King County Superior Court Judge (Ret.)
Patrick F. Kennedy 
CEO, Hawthorn Senior Living, LLC
Steven P. Knight 
President and CEO,  
Olympic Eagle Distributing
Michael C. McCarthy, S.J. 
Vice President for Mission Integration  
and Planning, Fordham University
Killian Noe 
Founding Director, Recovery Café
Kevin O’Brien, S.J. 
President, Santa Clara University
Jason Oliver 
Vice President, Human Resources, AT&T
William A. Owens 
Executive Chairman, Red Bison  
Advisory Group
Charles (Chuck) Porter 
Former CIO, Seattle University 
Emergency Company Advisor
Scott Redman 
President, Sellen Construction Company
Ezra Teshome 
State Farm Insurance
Stevens U. Trainer 
Co-Founder, Seneca Group
Ruth A. Tressel 
Attorney at Law, Ruth Tressel, LLC
John H. Vassall, II, MD 
Physician Executive for Quality,  
Safety and Equity, Comagine Health
Eric J. Watson, S.J. 
Assistant Professor of Chemistry 
Seattle University
Jeffrey J. Wright 
Chairman, Board of Directors, 
Space Needle Corporation, 
J. Wright Development





B O A R D  O F  T R U S T E E S
UNI V ER SI T Y GOV ER N A NCE
WWW.SEATTLEU.EDU/ALUMNI
Congratulations and welcome to the Seattle University Alumni Association 
(SUAA), now more than 86,000 strong! As you embark on this next chapter 
of your life, post graduation, your time as an alum is just getting started. 
Your Seattle U Alumni Association (SUAA) is the home for all alumni,  
providing family-like connections and an accessible, supportive environment 
for you to grow, learn, lead and serve. No matter where life takes you,  
your Alumni Association is here for you.
Seattle U for a lifetime!
